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Abstract

Friction is everywhere in our daily life. Excellent skiers are in some cases
friction experts, due to their skilled performance, to control the friction through
the contact area between snow and ski. However, at the nanoscale, the

control of friction becomes more complicated, with the situations of strong adhesive
interaction, atomic contact and stick-slip motion. Especially for superstructures
which are recently focused like magic-angle graphene, the study on friction for two-
dimensional superstructures is an attractive topic and will help to understand the
essences and behaviors of nanoscale friction practically and theoretically.

Thanks to the development of atomic force microscopy based on the principle of
interaction force detection, the friction force at the nanoscale is able to be measured
with a sharp tip (atomically well defined) on clean surfaces. In this thesis, friction
force microscopy in ultrahigh vacuum at room temperature is applied to investigate
the friction performance of two superstructures, as well as non-contact atomic force
microscopy for topography evaluation. The first part is based on reconstructed KBr on
Ir(111), indicating a novel periodicity different from cubic configurations as we know.
It is assumed to be formed by the reason of both a strong interaction from the iridium
substrate and a proper lattice match between KBr and Ir(111) at certain rotation
angles. After the tuning with the double-layer stack of KBr plus graphene on Ir(111),
the reconstruction of KBr disappears with the recovery of the cubic configuration.
It causes the friction drastically reduced in comparison to the previous reconstructed
state on pure Ir(111). The second part investigates the frictional properties of different
graphene moiré patterns on Pt(111). When applying a lower normal load, all the
graphene patterns present ultralow friction with a stable sliding. However, if increasing
the normal load continuously, this stable state will be replaced by a dissipated regime
with the surging friction force and huge plowing steps. This sudden transition is much
earlier occurring for the larger patterns than the smaller ones, where a new parameter
of the critical normal load is proposed to describe this distinction. It suggests that the
smaller moiré patterns have higher resistance against the normal load, which may be
attributed to a strong in-plane stiffness and therefore a weak puckering effect.
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1
Introduction

1.1 The Fundamentals of Tribology

Friction is everywhere in our daily life. In Switzerland, skiing is a popular winter
sport and excellent skiers are always the “friction experts”. Because they can flexibly
alter the friction through the contact area between board and snow, it will leave a
nice curving trace on the slope. Without friction force, we will directly slide down the
mountain very fast and cannot make a brake. But in some other cases, we don’t expect
too much friction between two gears, not only producing some unpleasant noise, but
also causing both energy and material loss. Moreover, hard disk technology, motors
and space components are several examples strongly corresponding to the durable
lubricated surfaces. Therefore, it is necessary to continuously improve the tribology
knowledge for the better service of our human society.

The application of friction could be dated to the prehistoric age for making fire
with woods. Four thousand years ago, ancient Egyptians utilized the theory of rolling
friction to move big rocks, as the marvelous pyramids we see today (see Fig. 1.1).
However, the study on friction was progressed slowly until the 15th century that
Leonardo Da Vinci recognized the linear relationship between load and friction force [1].
This was repeated by Amontons and Coulomb in the 18th century [2], with the basic
expression in the macroscale given by:

f = µF, (1.1)

where F is the normal load, f is the friction force, and µ is the macroscopic friction
coefficient. This classical friction law points out that the friction force is nearly
independent of both real or apparent contact area and sliding velocity. If we suppose
that the friction force is proportional to the real contact area, the relationship between
the normal force and the real contact area makes the friction force directly proportional
to the applied load, which will be in accordance well with Eq. 1.1.

In the next hundred years, the knowledge of tribology experienced the development
from the basic mechanical theory to understand the dry friction [4], to the advanced
adhesion theory to present the duality of the friction force [5]. On one hand, it
occurs to the adhesion phenomenon (cold welding) between the micro protruding
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Wall painting from 1880 B.C. on the tomb of Djehutihotep. The figure
standing at the front of the sled is pouring water onto the sand (rolling friction) [3].

asperities. On the other hand, the micro protruding asperity from the hard material
will simultaneously plow on the relative soft material, as the result of accumulating
some plastic deformation [6]. This clarifies the dual essences of friction with both
processes of adhesion and deformation, which is generally acknowledged as the modern
friction theory.

Since the 20th century, the application of tribology has started to develop from
the traditional mechanics to new research of lubricated and protective materials and
chemistry and physics on friction and wear. In some extreme environments, like
overload (e.g. several GPa), high pressure (e.g. 10−11 Pa), high speed (e.g. 40000
rad min−1) and wide temperature ((e.g. 5 ∼ 2500 K), the knowledge of tribology
is used to solve these problems for the aerospace industry. On the other hand, the
environmentally friendly lubricants are applied in the civil industry, such as high water
basic fluid lubricant to replace the traditional mineral oil and the non-asbestos multi-
fiber materials to reduce high-frequency friction noise. The biotribology is focused
on the friction and wear problems in human bodies, including the replacement of the
articular cartilage and and heart valve. Finally, the analysis techniques at the nanoscale
of atomic force microscope (AFM) promotes the micro- and nanotribology. It is found
that nano SiC particles are more effective to decrease the friction and wear of polymer
materials than the normal size of SiC [7]. This will open a novel and interesting branch
to establish the bridge between nanotribology and the applications at the macroscale.

1.2 2D Materials & Graphene

The research and application of layered materials experience a long history, which
involves the stacking of individual sheets. It is due to the strong covalent bonds in
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1.2. 2D Materials & Graphene

Figure 1.2: The allotropes of carbon elements from nature and synthetic.

the interlayers but weak van der Waals interactions among the layers. Graphite is
a popular-known example, which is used as paint for pottery around 4000 BC [8].
Other important members in the families of layered materials contain the transition
metal dichalcogenides (e.g., MoS2, MoSe2), metal halides (e.g., PbI2 and MgBr2), and
metal oxides (e.g., MnO2, MoO3), perovskites (e.g., generally in the form of ABO3),
semiconductors III-VIs (e.g., GaS, InSe) and V-VIs (e.g., VO2, Bi2Te3), as well as
the insulating layered material (e.g., boron nitride (h-BN)). Currently, around 500
different layered materials have been identified [9, 10].

Since Geim and Novoselov successfully exfoliated graphene by a scotch-tape from
graphite [10], the study of two-dimensional materials is rapidly developed on single
or few layers of these materials mentioned above. Until now, both top-down (e.g.,
mechanical or chemical exfoliation) and bottom-up (e.g., molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE), chemical vapor deposition (CVD)) methods have been utilized to fabricate
novel two-dimensional (2D) layers. Also, thanks to the development of preparing
and transferring the different 2D materials, 2D heterostructures which do not exist in
nature have now been designed by the manually layered stacking method, indicating
exciting physical phenomena and properties [11].

Graphene is a kind of honeycomb 2D structures formed by the hybridization of sp2

electronic orbitals [12,13], which performs as one of the allotropes of carbon elements
shown in Fig. 1.2. It functionalizes higher carrier mobility as 100 times of silicon and
larger current density as 100 times of copper [14,15], respectively, which are attempted
to design high-performance sensors and catalytic materials [16, 17]. In spite of the
thickness of 0.34 nm, the graphene possesses the intrinsic strength of 42 N m−1 and
the Young’s modulus as considerable as diamond [18]. Furthermore, it also inherit
the outstanding lubricity from graphite, with the ultralow friction force down to only
several piconewtons [19, 20]. With so many excellent performances and potentials,
graphene still keeps attracting a great number of attentions in the last 15 years, which
will lead to another technology revolution in the future.

As shown in Fig. 1.3, there are four main routines to synthesize graphene with both
respective advantages and disadvantages. The monolayer graphene was firstly prepared
by micromechanical cleavage where highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) was
pealed via scotch-tape and transferred to a substrate like silicon [22]. Another method
applied in the ambient environment is to reduce the graphite oxide [23], of which
sometimes could be single-layer graphene. Strictly, the reduced graphite oxide are not
considered to be the perfect graphene since they still include some oxygen functional
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.3: The recent four preparation techniques of graphene with the respective
advantages and disadvantages. [5, 21]
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groups, like OH or COOH [24]. Besides, in order to obtain the controllable large-area
monolayer graphene, the other two important preparation methods are the thermal
deposition of SiC [25, 26] and the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of hydrocarbon
gas (e.g. CH4 [27], C2H4 [28] or C3H6 [29]) on single-crystal metallic surfaces. In
this chapter, the CVD method with ethene dosing is selected to prepare high-quality
monolayer graphene at ultrahigh vacuum and then investigate the surface phenomena
with atomic resolution.

1.3 Friction at the Nanoscale

Since a single graphene layer from graphite was mechanically exfoliated in 2004 by
Geim and Novoselov [30], 2D materials are focused by the scientific community,
including the transition metal dichalcogenides (e.g. MoS2), insulators (e.g. h-BN)
and layered III-VIs (e.g. GaS). Correspondingly, when the material reduces to its
monolayer, electrons obtain a linear Dirac energy spectrum and thus cause interesting
physical phenomena such as the half-integer quantum Hall and Klein tunneling [31].
Similarly, compared with macroscale, friction phenomenon also behaves differently
at the nanoscale. The real contact area plays an important role between two sliding
surfaces, and also decides the elastic or plastic deformation. The adhesion force formed
by the interaction can also not be ignored, so that the calculation of the friction
coefficient should be modified from Eq. 1.1. Therefore, it is full of temptation and
challenges for many tribology researchers to concentrate on this field and unfold the
nature of friction, as well as to find ways to minimize wear and energy loss in micro-
and nanoscale devices.

One important feature of friction at the nanoscale is the stick-slip motion, which is
a periodic saw-tooth-like corrugation of the friction force. It matches well with the
periodicity of the substrate lattice below the scanning tip. The first atomic-scale stick-
slip motion was presented by Mate et al. with a graphite sample [32]. The sawtooth
character of this trace is formed by two steps (see Fig. 3.3(c)): (i) the stick part, that
the friction force is constructed where the tip is stuck in the minimum energy trap. (ii)
the slip part, when the friction force reaches a threshold value, the tip spontaneously
slides from the maximum energy barrier down to the next the minimum energy trap.
Meanwhile, the partial energy in the system is also inevitably dissipated due to this
vibration during such stick-slip motion.

The friction coefficients of most solid materials are in the range of 0.1 ∼ 0.5. If
adding some liquid lubricant in between, it will be decreased to 0.05 ∼ 0.1. One thing
is considered that whether µ could be lowered close to zero? Thus, the conception of
“superlubricity” of nearly zero static friction force was first proposed by M. Hirano
[34, 35]. It was first found between two graphite layers that the friction force (only
tens of piconewton) is nearly vanished. The similar phenomenon has been rapidly
developed in the recent years towards the different branches. Most of 2D layered
materials like graphene and MoS2 require such incommensurate conditions to show
ultralow friction [36], which is also named as “structural lubricity” by Müser et al. [37].
These materials present an atomically flat, rigid, structurally incommensurate state
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Figure 1.4: Demonstrative applications of structural superlubricity at different length
scales [33].

(the arbitrary angle between 0◦ and 60◦) [19], with the observation of a transition
from stick-slip motion to continuous sliding. Besides, 1D graphene nanoribbons on
Au(111) was observed structurally superlubric sliding under UHV conditions and at
cryogenic temperatures [20]. It is found that the contact actuation by applying an AC
bias voltage between the cantilever and the conductive sample plates led to periodic
electrostatic interactions to offset the stick-slip dissipation, thus leading to vanishingly
small friction forces [38]. Friction forces can also be reduced if the sliding speed is below
a critical velocity that increases with temperature. This effect is related to the thermal
activation occurring in the contact interface, i.e. thermolubricity [39]. Not only in solid
contacts but wet interfaces, liquids are functionalized to separate the sliding surfaces
and remove the heat and contaminants away. Thus, liquid superlubricity has also
been applied to the position lubricated by low viscosity fluids that can shear easily [40],
called “liquid superlubricity”, leading to an ultralow friction regime. Finally, a concept
of “quantum lubricity” was speculated theoretically describes the concept that smooth
sliding could happen when ions tunnel through the energy barriers at the cryogenic
temperatures [41].

In this text, we will more concentrate on the study of structural lubricity. As
shown in Fig. 1.4, the applications of structural lubricity are along the length
scales, from the nanotube-based frictionless rotational actuators [42], the wear-free
nanoscale read/write contacts in hard disk drives (HDDs) [43], the durable micro-
electro-mechanical systems [44] to the macro- low-friction ball bearings and efficient
mobile low-friction connectors. To fulfill this scaling-up superlubricity from nano- to
macroscopic contact, there are still several challenges addressed as below [33]:

Edge effects. Considering the fact that the central contact area exhibits superlubric
behavior, while the edge pinning effect is responsible for the residual friction. Hence,
it may become dominant with increasing contact size.
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Surface roughness. As it is known, layered materials will be grown on substrates
with a certain roughness. When the surface corrugation is larger than the length scales
of the 2D materials, friction may be dictated by the overall surface roughness rendering
commensurability.

Surface defects and contaminants. With the increase of the contact size, surface
defects and contaminants become to be significant. The interlayer covalent bonding
and adsorbates may lead to the interfacial chemical pinning, as well as the increasing
friction.

Elasticity. During the mutual sliding, the elasticity of the surfaces can support
interfacial adaption that results in the transfer from a completely incommensurate
state to a locally commensurate with inter-lock forces. It will induce an increasing
contact size and hence, enhance the friction force.

1.4 A First Look at the Friction on Superstructures

A superstructure is an upward extension of an existing structure above a baseline,
which is also common at the nano scale due to the considerable interaction between
two materials. One example is KBr on Ag(100), which forms a positive misfit between
salt and metal. Thus, the KBr layer with larger lattice constant shrinks a bit to exhibit
the regular corrugated superstructures on the top [45]. Graphene moiré patterns
grown on metal substrate are also a good example, which are produced by an opaque
pattern with transparent gap overlaid on another similar pattern, such as the hexagonal
lattices for both graphene and (111) or (0001) metal surfaces [46, 47]. Furthermore,
graphene always forms corrugation on the metal surface due to the thermal expansion
mismatch, which also has to be realized in the following discussion. Noticeably, moiré
superstructures can be used as templates to grow self-organized metallic nanoclusters,
of which arrays have potentials for nanomagnetism and nanocatalysis [48].

In 2018, the group of Pablo and Cao realized that there is an intrinsic unconventional
superconductivity inside the bilayer graphene, which performs a moiré superlattice
at the twist angle of ∼1.1◦ [51], as shown in Fig. 1.5. Although this extraordinary
phenomenon has to be observed when the system cooled down to 1.7 K, it is still an
exciting achievement. In comparison to the traditional superconductive materials of
copper oxides, graphene was fully investigated theoretically and experimentally, which
will propel a big step forward for obtaining room temperature superconductors. It
also turns on a new filed of twistronics where “magic angle” graphene is stirring up
physics, not in superconductivity but for other curious properties [52].

Another example occurs to the different reconstructed phases of 2D molybdenum
disulfide (MoS2) single crystals. Generally speaking, the thermodynamically stable
phase is 2H polytype, while other phases also exist, such as the 1T and 3R [50], as
shown in Fig. 1.6. As it is known, single layer 1H MoS2 is a semiconductor with a
direct bandgap of 1.7 eV, while the 1T form displays metallic behavior. The 1T phase
is metastable and easily converted back to the 2H phase after heating over 400 K.
The shift among these reconstructed phases can be used to design the phase change
memory materials [53], improve the catalyst for hydrogen evolution [54] or some other
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Figure 1.5: Moiré pattern formed by bilayer graphene twisted at an angle θ [49].

Figure 1.6: Three reconstructed phases of MoS2 including 1T, 2H and 3R [50].
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novel applications.
Friction was studied on ordered superstructures by Pascal et al. [55]. Based on the

2D Prandtl–Tomlinson model, they derived two formulas for potential calculation by
considering both contributions from lattice atoms and the superstructures. It was re-
produced well for KBr on NaCl(001) and graphene on SiC(0001) respectively, and used
to describe the tip–surface interaction atomically. However, frictional investigations on
superstructures will be progressed beyond the few examples mentioned above. In this
thesis, the correlation of 2D-layer superstructures and nanoscale friction is discussed.
Chap. 1 introduces the background of 2D materials, friction and superstructures at the
nanoscale. The experimental principles of nc-AFM, KPFM and FFM normally used
in the following experiments is presented in Chap. 2. In Chap. 3, the instrumental
systems, cantilever and sample preparation are displayed. In Chap. 4, the KBr
presents superstructures on Ir(111) surface, as well as the frictional properties. The
stack of a monolayer graphene between KBr and metal substrate is also prepared
to alter the reconstructed KBr as well as the electronic and mechanical properties.
Another noticeable system is different moiré superstructures on Pt(111) discussed in
Chap. 5. It is also interesting to investigate the friction differences between large and
small moiré patterns at variable normal forces.

9





2
Experimental Principles

The scanning principles used in the following experiments are introduced in this
chapter. After a brief presentation of the early time of the scanning probe
microscopy (SPM) in Sec. 2.1, the main scanning mode used in this work, the

noncontact atomic force microscopy (nc-AFM), will be presented in Sec. 2.2. The tip-
sample interactions and the working modes are also discussed here. Sec. 2.3 describes
the Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) that is focused on the work function
measurement on the basis of the variable electrostatic forces between tip and sample
surfaces. Finally Sec. 2.4 shows another branch of AFM to measure the friction force at
the nano scale by the friction force microscopy (FFM), as well as the force calibration
for both normal and lateral forces.

2.1 Scanning Probe Microscopy in General

2.1.1 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

The scanning probe microscopy (SPM) techniques are very important tools in nano and
surface sciences [56–58]. They are based on an atomically defined sharp tip bring close
to or in contact with a surface. The tip then scans the surface in controlled manner
providing local information of the surface. This can give spatial resolution down to
atomic scale [59], electronic state [60], charge distribution [61] or the lateral forces [62]
along the scanning direction. The first SPM, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM),
was introduced in 1981 by Binnig and Rohrer [63]. It is based on the tunneling current
flowing from the tip apex to the sample surface, where the tip-sample distance is kept
around 0.5 ∼ 1 nm. The tunneling current is quite sensitive to the decreasing tip-
sample distance. This strong distance dependence leads STM to obtain topographic
images with the atomic resolution. Within two years of its invention, the STM
made a great contribution to unfold the reconstructed Si(111)-(7×7) surface [64].
Nowadays, a great number of hot issues like superconductors and functional molecules
are investigated with the help of STM technique [65–68].
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Chapter 2. Experimental Principles

2.1.2 Atomic Force Microscopy

However, considering the limitation of conductivity in STM samples, the atomic force
microscopy (AFM) was developed to solve this problem, which is alternatively known
as the scanning force microscopy (SFM) [69]. It is a mechanical technique based on the
scanning of a sample surface with a sensor, which is normally composed of a cantilever
terminated with a sharp tip. As the tip approaches the surface, the deformation
of the cantilever (e.g. bending or torsional) is measured under the influence of tip-
sample interactions, and then convert into topographic information. AFM can be
operated in either static or dynamic modes [70,71], depending on the different applied
situations. The force between tip and sample can be measured in a static mode using
the deflection of the cantilever. If the measurements are performed in the repulsive
regime of the force-distance curve, the operating mode is also called contact mode [72].
The atoms of the tip apex are in direct contact with the surface atoms so that the
lateral or friction force could be measured. Furthermore, AFM can also be operated
in the so-called dynamic mode with an oscillating cantilever. This dynamic mode is
often operated in the attractive part of the tip-sample interaction. Since there are
two controllable components of amplitude and frequency, the dynamic AFM can be
operated in either amplitude modulation (AM-AFM) or frequency modulation (FM-
AFM, (i.e. the non-contact mode performed in the attractive regime) for different
situations and applications [73, 74]. Additionally, another atomic force microscopy
with the intermittent contact mode (or tapping mode) most frequently used at ambient
atmospheres is developed [75]. Since no lateral forces are applied on the sample surface,
this mode could also minimize the wear or other damages on delicate two-dimensional
(2D) surfaces. In this chapter, the measurement of non-contact AFM are described,
as well as some scanning modes leading to the enhancement of the imaging resolution.
The derived technology stemming from AFM, like Kelvin probe force microscopy
(KPFM) and friction force microscopy (FFM) [76,77], are also presented in the field of
work function and frictional properties measurement and introduced in the following
sections.

2.2 Non-contact Atomic Force Microscopy

The nc-AFM, also called FM mode, was first introduced in 1991 by Albrecht [78]. It
started to perform in the ultrahigh vacuum and offer high-quality scanning images with
high resolution since 1995 [79–81]. The working principle is shown in Fig. 2.1, i.e. the
tip is placed far from the surface, to a distance where no interactions with the surface
are measured. Then, the cantilever is excited to vibrate to its free resonance frequency
with a constant oscillation amplitude. When the tip is slowly approaching towards
the surface, the interaction between tip and sample changes the resonance frequency
of the cantilever, i.e. a frequency shift appears. This change can be grasped by a
laser beam passing from the backside of the cantilever to a four quadrants photodiode
detector (QPD). In the FM mode, the deflection signal detected by QPD is transferred
to a phase-locked loop (PLL) with high accuracy in a wide frequency range [82]. On
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2.2. Non-contact Atomic Force Microscopy

Figure 2.1: Schematic of a nc-AFM setup. The frequency shift ∆f is controlled
constant by the feedback loop to adapt to the different tip-sample distances by the
z-controller (equipped with a piezoelectric ceramic in z direction). This is finally
converted into a topographic image of the sample surface.

the other hand, the measured frequency shift signal is used to control the tip-sample
distance via a z-controller feedback loop, resulting in a topographic map of the sample
surface.

2.2.1 Imaging Signal

The AFM detects forces between the sample surface and the scanning tip in order
to measure the surface topography. The potential energy between the tip and the
sample Vts leads to a z component of the tip-sample force Fts and spring constant kts
as below [83]:

Fts = −∂Vts
∂z

, (2.1)
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Chapter 2. Experimental Principles

kts = −∂Fts
∂z

= −∂
2Vts
∂z2

, (2.2)

where z is the tip-sample distance measured from the tip apex. Depending on the
mode of operation, the direct signal is set as the interaction force Fts between tip and
sample.

In AFM, all the forces can contribute to the measured final signal. The forces have
different distance regime of influence, and the total tip-sample force contains both
short-range (fractions of nm) and long-range (up to 100 nm) contributions. In nc-AFM
and ultrahigh vacuum (UHV), three main forces are considered, i.e. the short-range
chemical forces (Fchem), the long-range van der Waals (FvdW ) and the electrostatic
forces (Fel).

The chemical forces Fchem are the shorter range interactions, when the two atoms
from tip and sample are separated by several Angstroms [84]. Some empirical models
for chemical bonds as the Morse potential can be used for description [85]:

Fchem,Morse = −2Ebond[e
−2κ(z−σ) − e−κ(z−σ)], (2.3)

and the Lennard-Jones potential [86]:

Fchem,LJ = −12Ebond
σ

[(
σ

z
)13 − (

σ

z
)7], (2.4)

where Ebond is the bonding energy and σ is the equilibrium distance between tip and
sample, κ is the decay length of the bonding interaction. Notably, the chemical force
based on the Lennard-Jones model presents not only a repulsive term ∝ z−13 but also
an attractive term ∝ z−7 stemming from the van der Waals interaction [83]. It also
explains why the tip is close enough towards the surface, the chemical forces will be
really sensitive due to the repulsive component and thus useful to obtain the atomic
resolution of the sample topography.

One of the long-range forces is the van der Waals interaction FvdW , which is a kind of
forces between neutral atoms/molecules without a permanent dipole moment [87]. The
van der Waals force between the sphere tip apex and sample surface result from [83,85]:

FvdW = −AH
r

6z2
, (2.5)

where r is the tip radius, AH is the Hamaker constant depending on the type of the
materials of the tip and the sample. The FvdW also depends on the system and tip-
sample geometry which are already fixed.

Another kind of tip-sample interaction is the electrostatic interaction Fel, which
stays from long-range at several micrometers away towards short-range within atoms.
If the tip is modeled more realistically by a sphere on a cone, the electrostatic force
between tip and sample is given by [88]:

Fel =
1

2

∂C

∂z
∆U2 = −πε0

r

z
∆U2, (2.6)
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2.2. Non-contact Atomic Force Microscopy

Figure 2.2: Bias spectroscopy against frequency shift ∆f for the contact potential
difference measurement.

where C is the distance dependent capacitance of the tip-sample system, ε0 is the
vacuum permittivity and ∆U is the potential difference between tip and sample.

Unlike the above two forces, the value of the electrostatic force can be reduced as
much as possible according to Eq. 2.6 when ∆U ≈ 0. The potential difference ∆U is
determined by two components as below [89]:

∆U = UBias −
∆Φ

e
, (2.7)

where UBias is the applied bias voltage between tip and sample, ∆Φ is the difference of
work function equal to Φs−Φt. The frequency shift ∆f (Eq. 2.9 shows the relationship
between ∆f and Fts) as a function of the applied bias voltage UBias is a negative
parabola, as shown in the bias spectroscopy of Fig. 2.2. It could be measured by the
voltage at the maximum of the parabola to determine the contact potential difference
(CPD) between tip and sample surface. Therefore, UBias = UCPD = ∆Φ/e and the
electrostatic force vanishes. However, if the sample is composed of several materials
with different work functions, this compensation process has to be performed locally.
This is possible with a derivative mode of nc-AFM, i.e. Kelvin probe force microscopy
(KPFM), which will be discussed in Sec. 2.3.

Overall, these interaction forces can also be observed in Fig. 2.3 with respect to
the tip-sample distance z. In the most areas of non-contact regime (5 ∼ 9 Å), the
repulsive term of chemical forces (∝ z−13 in Eq. 2.4) can be ignored. Then, after
compensating the contact potential difference between tip and sample, the van der
Waals forces distribute from short-range (∝ z−7 in Eq. 2.4) to long-range (∝ z−2 in
Eq. 2.5) all over the tip-sample forces, which will be the major interaction force during
the nc-AFM scanning [90–92].
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Chapter 2. Experimental Principles

Figure 2.3: Interaction forces between tip and sample surface plotted with the following
parameters: Ebond = 1 kJ mol−1, σ = 2.35 nm, AH = 2.35 × 10−19 J, r = 10 nm, ε0
= 8.85 × 10−12 F m−1, ∆U = 2 V.

2.2.2 Frequency Modulation

As described before, the dynamic AFM mode can be performed by two types of
modulation modes: (i) amplitude mode (AM-AFM) and (ii) frequency modulation
(FM-AFM). There are several advantages for FM-AFM in some cases: (i) operated
with high-quality cantilever (Q factor > 1000 in vacuum) in the ultrahigh vacuum. (ii)
the easily measured inelastic dissipation of the tip-sample interaction. (iii) the simple
analytic between the measured frequency shift ∆f and the tip-sample force Fts.

In FM-AFM, the cantilever oscillates at its eigenfrequency f0 measured far from
any interaction. When the distance is reduced under force influence, a shift of
this frequency appears. The shift in eigenfrequency ∆f for small amplitude A is
approximately to the force gradient given by [93]:

∆f = − f0

2k
kts, (2.8)

where k is the normal spring constant of the cantilever. However, the force gradient
kts (shown in Eq. 2.2) varies by several orders of magnitude with the increasing
oscillation amplitude. Therefore, an approach named Hamilton-Jacobi Method has
to be employed to calculate ∆f when the cantilever oscillates with amplitude A and
the deflection z′(T ) at a distance of z(T ) from the sample surface [94]:

∆f(z) = − f 2
0

kA2

∫ 1/f0

0

Fts[D + A+ z′(T )]z′(T )dT, (2.9)

where T is the oscillation time of the cantilever and D is the closest point between tip
and sample, i.e. the minimal value of z(T ).
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2.2. Non-contact Atomic Force Microscopy

Figure 2.4: Schematic of FM-AFM setup operated with self-excitation including the
amplitude control part.

The expression in Eq. 2.9 shows that the frequency shift ∆f depends on the
oscillation amplitude of the cantilever. For small amplitudes, ∆f is independent of the
amplitude A but proportional to the tip-sample froce gradient kts. For the amplitudes
that are large compared to the range of Fts, it is described by a normalized frequency
shift γ given by [95]:

γ =
kA3/2

f0

∆f. (2.10)

When we shift the oscillation amplitude (e.g. 4 → 2 nm), it is quite convenient to
keep at the same tip-sample distance by altering the frequency shift ∆f synchronously
(e.g. -7→ -20 Hz) on the basis of constant γ from Eq. 2.10. The normalized frequency
shift is useful to compare the scanning results by using different cantilevers or to keep
the same interaction by using different oscillating amplitudes.

As shown in Fig. 2.4, a schematic of the implementation includes an oscillator
feedback loop in which the measured oscillation signals are collected (after a phase
shift) as the driving signal of the cantilever, as well as the controlled oscillation
amplitude to a fixed value by adjusting the excitation amplitude. Furthermore, the
output amplitude voltage can also serve as a signal related to the dissipation, which
is recorded as a independent channel during scanning. In addition to this oscillation
feedback loop, the measured frequency shift of the resonance frequency f is used in an
outer z-feedback loop in order to control the tip-sample distance and used as a scheme
of force detection. Therefore, the dissipative and conservative tip-sample interactions
can be measured separately in FM mode detection.

Overall, six parameters are required to be known in a FM-AFM experiment: (1) the
spring constant of the cantilever k, (2) the eigenfrequency of the cantilever f0, (3) the
quality factor of the cantilever Q (high-Q cantilevers improve the force sensitivity in nc-
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Chapter 2. Experimental Principles

Figure 2.5: Oscillation modes of cantilevers and bimodal AFM. (a) first bending mode
f1. (b) second bending mode f2. (c) first torsional mode ft. (d) Sketch of bimodal
AFM using a normal bending and torsional resonances in order to gain high resolution
information.

AFM), (4) the oscillation amplitude A, (5) the frequency shift of the cantilever ∆f , (6)
the bias voltage between tip and sample Ubias. The first three parameters are constant
and determined by the type of cantilever. They could be obtained from the process of
frequency sweep when the cantilever is fixed well with the correct laser reflection. The
latter parameters can be freely selected and adapted to the experiments.

2.2.3 Bimodal AFM

In frequency-mode AFM, it is necessary to increase the detection sensitivity of short-
range forces and signal/noise ratio. Thus, a small cantilever amplitude with stable
oscillation should be maintained to compare with the decay length of the short-range
interaction [96], indicating a high flexural stiffness of the deflection sensor and low
resonance frequency. The most commonly used oscillation is the first bending mode
(f1, here is equal to the eigenfrequency f0), which drive the oscillation from the end
of the cantilever (see Fig. 2.5(a)). This allows to excite the cantilever with typical
amplitudes ranging from 2 nm (increase the flexibility to approach further) to 10 nm
(decrease the interaction time between tip and sample). Below such range, the tip
will easily jump into contact with the sample surface with an unstable f1 value. If
the cantilever is glued with high Q-factor and the sample surface requires high spatial
resolution, it is helpful to shift to the second bending mode (f2 ≈ 6.27f1) [97]. The
nodal point moves to one-third from the top of the cantilever (see Fig. 2.5(b)), with
lower oscillation amplitudes (generally between 200 and 800 pm, due to the higher
damping rate than the first bending mode [98]). It allows the tip to approach the
sample surface as close as possible but still in the attractive regime, i.e. by setting a
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2.2. Non-contact Atomic Force Microscopy

Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of FM-KPFM.

more negative frequency shift. It will not only maintain a stable scanning conditions
but also simultaneously promote the possibility to detect more surface structures with
better resolution [99,100].

Additionally, the cantilever can also be oscillated in its first torsional resonance
(ft), which is more sensitive to the lateral twisting force (see Fig. 2.5(c)). Since its
oscillation amplitude is only few tens of picometers, the measurement of its frequency
shift (∆ft) is dependent on the local force gradient in the tip-sample direction [101].
It will open another access to the submolecular contrast, generally appearing before
the topography channel in z direction at room temperature.

In this work, the cantilever is able to be excited at two resonances simultaneously by
the actuator, either f1 +ft (mostly applied combination), f2 +ft or f1 +f2. This double
channel combination is called bimodal AFM in principle (see Fig. 2.5(d)), especially for
the amplitude modulation mode in air or liquids [102]. The resulting high sensitivity
significantly shows the possibility to detect interaction forces in different ranges at the
same time [103,104], as well as to avoid probable instabilities.
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2.3 Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy

In Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM), the voltage between tip and sample is
modulated and the corresponding electric force is measured. The principle is based on
the local contact potential difference compensation over the whole surface. In Eq. 2.7,
∂C/∂z is constant due to the stable tip-sample distance. The voltage difference ∆U
between tip and sample consists of two parts: the constant contribution UBias−UCPD
and additionally an AC-voltage component which is modulated at a frequency ωAC .
Then, the electrostatic force between tip and sample behaves as below combined with
Eqs. 2.6 and 2.7:

Fel =
1

2

∂C

∂z
[UBias − UCPD + UACcos(ωACt)]

2. (2.11)

Similar to the case of the topography measurement, the CPD measurement could
also be classified into two different modes (AM-KPFM and FM-KPFM) [105]. The
amplitude modulation controls the DC-bias UBias by reducing the amplitude A of the
induced oscillation at the AC-frequency to zero. In the AM-mode, the work function
map of the sample surface is given by the variation of the DC-bias UBias. An improved
way to use AM-KPFM is to tune the ac-frequency to the second excitation frequency of
the cantilever [106]. For the measurement by AM-KPFM, one oscillation channel will
stop working and attempt to tune the AC-frequency towards second bending frequency
f2 of the cantilever to maintain a high sensitivity to the electrostatic force, while the
other oscillation can still be focused on the topography scanning at the first bending
mode f1.

The principle of FM-KPFM is based on the force gradient rather than on force
compensation. A scheme is shown in Fig. 2.6. After the applied low-frequency AC
voltage, the oscillating electrostatic force gradient at a small amplitude is modulated
by the first resonance frequency shift in the range of f1 ± ωAC . With increasing
ωAC the crosstalk to the topography decreases, as well as the signal intensity of the
electrostatic force, due to the restricted bandwidth of the frequency demodulator. Also
in this mode, lower UAC will lead to lower sensitivity with the enhancing contrast of
the topography.

2.4 Friction Force Microscopy

Besides the dynamic AFM, the sample can also be scanned in a static mode of xy-
direction with very small tip-sample distance. This mode is always utilized in the
repulsive range of force-distance curve (see Fig. 2.3), which is also known as contact
mode atomic force microscopy (contact-AFM) [107]. In static AFM, the z-position of
the tip is given by a balance of forces from tip-sample and cantilever, which can be
performed by means of either constant force mode or constant height mode. In the
former mode, a certain setpoint value of the tip-sample force is selected and the sensor
signal is kept close to this value via a feedback loop as shown in Fig. 2.1, as the result
of the z-height contour related to the constant tip-sample force. While there is no
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2.4. Friction Force Microscopy

Figure 2.7: Typical force-distance curve with the black curve corresponding to an
approach of the tip toward the sample, while the red curve corresponds to a retraction
from sample.

feedback involved for the constant height mode, since no scanning slope is present and
only the change of the cantilever deflection is measured. Therefore, the scanning can
be operated quite fast and usually applied for the long-range forces [108].

Different from nc-AFM that the tip should be always kept at the attractive regime
as shown in Fig. 2.3, it can be moved over the surface in the contact force mode. Thus,
the lateral force or friction force can be sensed by the torsional bending of the cantilever
during sidewise scanning, while the vertical bending of the cantilever is represented to
be the applied normal force. In this way, the friction force microscopy (FFM) makes it
possible that the friction force can be investigated at the nanoscale with the sensitivity
of nanonewtons (nN) or even piconewtons (pN) [109,110].

2.4.1 Force-distance Curve

When bringing the cantilever with a sharp tip towards the sample, the cantilever
deflection can be measured, which is proportional to the tip-sample force Fts. As
shown in Fig. 2.7, the cantilever presents different bending conditions during the whole
approaching-retracting process. From point A to B, the actuator drives the cantilever
close to the sample surface without any deformation. When reaching point B, the
tip apex is trapped with the maximum attractive tip-sample interaction (A sudden
jump to point C). Afterwards, the tip starts to indent in the sample surface until the
setpoint value at point D. Then, the tip retracts away from the sample but leaves the
surface at point E not C. It is due to the attractive adhesion force holding the tip
until reaching a critical value. Finally, the tip will suddenly jump to the initial free-
standing position at point A. In this force-distance curve, several important parameters
can be obtained: (i) the sensitivity of the photodetector from the slope of the indent
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curve, which is inevitable to operate the force calibration as below. (ii) the maximum
tip-sample adhesion force related to the jumping distance from point E to A.

2.4.2 Force Calibration

The direct measurement from FFM is a corresponding sensor signal for the normal
and lateral deflection voltages. Thus, it is necessary to transfer these electric signals
to forces. Several force calibration methods are applied by the tribology researchers:
spring constant from thermal power spectrum [111], scanning over a well-defined
slope [112] and finite elements analysis [113]. Since the rectangular cantilevers are
used in the whole measurement, we take another simple force calibration method into
consideration. It requires the width w, thickness t, and length l of the cantilever and
the tip height htip measured by optical or electron microscopes. Combined with some
physical properties of the cantilever materials, the normal spring constant k and the
lateral spring constant kL can be given as [114]:

k =
Ewt3

4l3
, (2.12)

kL =
Gwt3

3h2
tipl

, (2.13)

where E is the Young’s modulus, G is the shear modulus, ρ is the density. Sec. 3.2
will show more details of the rectangular silicon cantilevers used for FFM. Here, in the
case of pure silicon, ρ = 2.33× 103 kg m−3, E = 1.69× 1011 N m−2 and G = 0.5× 1011

N m−2 [115]. Notably, the cantilever thickness t will cause a large systematic error due
to the cubic position and the tiny value (only several micrometer). Therefore, besides
the direct measurement, t can also be determined by using the resonance frequency of
the cantilever f0 [114]:

t =
2
√

12π

1.8752

√
ρ

E
f0l

2. (2.14)

The other important parameter is the sensitivity of the photodetector sz, which can
be measured from the slope of the force-distance curve in beam-deflection FFM (see
Fig. 2.6). Thus, the normal FN and lateral FL forces can be calibrated from the vertical
VN and horizontal VL voltage signals [114]:

FN = kszVN , (2.15)

FL =
3

2
kL
htip
l
szVL. (2.16)

2.5 Summary

In this chapter, the principles of AFM techniques used in this thesis were described.
The first advantage is that atomic force microscopy can be applied to test the insulating
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surfaces. In the view of dynamic AFM, an oscillated cantilever equipped with a sharp
probe tip is scanned on a sample surface, of which structures and properties are sensed
at the nano- or even atomic scale. The work function can be measured locally by
modulating the tip-sample voltage in KPFM. In static AFM mode, frictional forces
is able to be measured via the torsional bending of the cantilever using a quadrant
photodiode.
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3
Experimental Instrumentation and Methods

The instrument and preparation methods used in the following experiments are
introduced in this chapter. The home-built UHV AFM system is described
in Sec. 3.1, as well as the outlook of the microscope platform. The basic

properties of both contact and non-contact cantilevers are listed in Sec. 3.2. As the
most fundamental but also important part, the preparation process of clean metal
surfaces is presented in Sec. 3.3. Some techniques are also mentioned like the local
oxidation of platinum and the cleaning process. Finally, Sec. 3.4 shows the preparation
methods of KBr and graphene by molecule evaporation and chemical vapor deposition
respectively.

3.1 Experimental Setup

3.1.1 Home-built UHV System

All the experimental results reported in this thesis were performed by using the home-
built AFM system, which was originally established in 1993 [116]. The system is
located in the Nanolino lab in Physics Department, the University of Basel [117].
It is composed of three chambers: the analysis chamber, the preparation chamber
and the load-lock chamber, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The load-lock system allows
to introduce samples and cantilevers without venting both chambers. A small turbo
pump is used to pump the load-lock chamber down to a pressure of ∼5 × 10−9 mbar.
The preparation chamber is connected to the main turbomolecular pump as well as a
set of ionic pump and titanium sublimation pump with a base pressure of ∼5 × 10−10

mbar. Furthermore, there are several devices connected to the preparation chamber,
including an e-beam evaporator for molecule deposition, a gas dosing for the chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) preparation, a tungsten wire heater and a sputter gun for
surface cleaning and a quartz micro-balance (QMB) for evaporation rate calibration.
The main part of the analysis chamber is the home-built AFM operated at room
temperature, which will be described in detail in the next section. The base pressure
of the analysis chamber is most of the time close to 1 × 11−11 mbar obtained by
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Chapter 3. Experimental Instrumentation and Methods

Figure 3.1: Home-built room temperature UHV AFM system equipped with: (1)
microscope (2) LEED and (3) XPS connected in the analysis chamber, (4) sputter
gun, (5) manipulator with heater, (6) e-beam evaporator with three Knudsen cells, (7)
QMB and (8) gas dosing for CVD preparation connected in the preparation chamber,
(9) load-lock chamber.

another set of ionic pump and titanium sublimation pump. In the UHV chambers, the
tips and samples are moved by using several magnetic transferring rods and a wobble
stick.

3.1.2 Microscope Platform

The home-built AFM used for the work are reported in the following chapters, with the
outlook shown in Fig. 3.2. Inside the microscope, it includes a cantilever holder (1), a
sledge (3) with a tube piezo and sample holder (2), two mirrors (4 and 6) guiding the
laser from an optical fiber (5), passing the backside of the cantilever, and eventually
reaching to a quadrant photo-diode (QPD) detector (7).

The oscillation of the cantilever is detected by the optical beam deflection system.
The light emitted from a superlum diode (SLD) is introduced into the UHV system
via an optical fiber covered with teflon. The laser beam is oriented to the backside of
the cantilever by the first mirror (4), then reaching to the QPD detector by the second
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Figure 3.2: Picture of the microscope during maintenance work: (a) the front view
with (1) cantilever holder with probing tip (2) tube piezo with sample holder moving
on a (3) sledge, (4) first mirror. (b) the back view with (5) laser output and and lens
for focusing, (6) second mirror, (7) quadrant photo-diode (QPD) detector, (8) eddy
current damping.

mirror (6). By adjusting the mirrors to obtain a correct laser path, the deflection of
the cantilever can be optimally detected and allows to measure both normal bending
and lateral torsional movements of the cantilever at the same time. The sample holder
is installed on a piezo tube and controls the scanning process while the cantilever with
tip keeps at a fixed position. All the measurements are run via Nanonis V5 electronics
and the supplementary software (SPECS Zurich GmbH).

In non-contact AFM measurement, the cantilever is oscillated at its both flexural f1

(or f2) and torsional ft resonances in the bimodal mode. The set point of frequency
shift (∆f1 or ∆f2, depending on how close between tip and sample) is used to control
the tip-sample distance. Simultaneously, the oscillation amplitudes are set in the range
of A1 = 2 ∼ 10 nm (or A2 = 200 ∼ 800 pm) and At = 20 ∼ 100 pm, respectively.
The eigenfrequencies of the cantilever for bimodal application will be swept in the
oscillation controller. Furthermore, a bias voltage will be applied so as to compensate
the contact potential difference between tip and sample surface. UCPD is operated by
the sweep of the bias spectroscopy at the minimum value of frequency shift ∆f (see
Fig. 2.2).

In FM-KPFM measurement, the cantilever is not only excited mechanically by a
PLL as nc-AFM does, but also electronically by adding an AC voltage UAC to the
sample surface. The applied voltage is in the range of 700 mV to 1 V with a low
frequency of 200 to 250 Hz. The optimized combination of these two parameters will
be tested to obtain clear and stable bias images with less noise signal. Then the DC
voltage UBias from the whole bias between tip and sample will be adjusted by the
Kelvin controller.
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Figure 3.3: Images of the contact cantilever obtained by the scanning electron
microscopy (Nova NanoSEM 230): (a) The side view of the cantilever. (b) The top
view of the cantilever. (c) The side view of the tip. (d) The side view of the tip apex.

In contact FFM measurement, the oscillation controllers are switched off. The
setpoint of the vertical deflection in voltage will be tuned as the normal force based on
the relationship in Eq. 2.15. A moderate initial setpoint value during approaching is
important to avoid unexpected cantilever oscillation and the damage of the tip apex. A
successful force-distance curve is also indispensable to present the real contact between
tip and sample. Thus, the friction map is obtained with the signal of horizontal
deflection translated by Eq. 2.16. To obtain the accurate force values, the dimensions
of the cantilever and the tip are evaluated by means of scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) after the friction measurement.
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Table 3.1: Dimensions and properties of the cantilevers used in the experiments.

Cantilever type PPP-NCL PPP-CONT

Dimensions
(µm)

Length 225 453
Width 38 52.6

Thickness 7.2 1.8
Height 12.5 13.2

Spring constant
(N m−1)

cN 52.6 0.14
cL 6720 64.8

Eigenfrequency
(kHz)

f1 172 9.4
f2 1060 —
ft 1620 —

Q-factor
Q1 30k —
Q2 11k —
Qt 120k —

3.2 Properties and Preparation of the Cantilevers

As nc-AFM utilizes frequency to measure force gradients in Eqs. 2.8 and 2.9, the
frequency stability of the sensor is relatively important. It is the most common used
force sensor today in AFM, and followed by a group of companies offering Si cantilevers
in different sizes, shapes and coatings for variable applications [118]. All the cantilevers
in this experiment including contact (PPP-CONT) and noncontact (PPP-NCL) are
ordered from Nanosensor GmbH. The clear outline is obtained by scanning electron
microscope (Nova NanoSEM 230) as shown in Fig. 3.3 with a contact cantilever, as well
as the dimensions and the mechanical parameters listed in Table 3.1. The difference
between the two kinds of cantilevers is mainly the length, since the longer cantilever
provides softer equivalent stiffness in order to touch the sample surface moderately
and mildly.

The preparation of cantilevers are processed in two steps: outside and inside UHV.
First, the cantilever chip (also silicon) is glued with conductive two component epoxy
glue (EPO-TEK H20S, Epoxy Technology Inc.) on the cantilever holder (part 1 in
Fig. 3.2(a)). Afterwards, the glued cantilevers on the holders are transferred into an
oven and heated in air at 400 K about 1.5 h for glue solidation. Second, the well-glued
cantilevers are introduced in the load-lock chamber and annealed at 400 K about 1.5 h
in the preparation chamber for water outgassing. Afterwards, the silicon oxide layers
covered on the tip apex are removed by sputtering (Argon ions bombardment under
the pressure of 3 × 10−6 mbar, same with the metal surface cleaning as below) for
1.5 min at an energy of 650 eV. When the tip is broken or contaminated, a “double”
tip effect is usually observed since both the tip and the contamination are scanning
the surface, as shown in Fig. 3.4(a). If it is not such badly contaminated, we can try
to slightly approach to avoid it. However, in most cases, the effective solution is to
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Figure 3.4: AFM images scanned by a modified tip: (a) Graphene flakes on Ir(111)
with the real tip scan in red hexagon and the modified tip scan in yellow hexagon,
respectively (A1 = 5 nm, ∆f1 = -17 Hz, γ = 58.2 pN·nm0.5). (b) KBr islands on
Ir(111) with a modified tip at the yellow line position (A1 = 5 nm, ∆f1 = -4 Hz, γ =
13.7 pN·nm0.5).

Table 3.2: Properties in qualitative values of several metal substrates considered for
graphene preparation [46, 119–121].

Thermal expansion coefficient Ir Pt Ni Cu
(× 10−6 K−1) 6.5 9.0 13.0 18.5
Melting point Cu Ni Pt Ir
(K) 1338 1728 2045 2720
Carbon solubilities at 1273 K Cu Ir Pt Ni
(atom %) 0.04 1.35 1.76 2.03
Graphene-metal separation Ni Cu Pt Ir
(nm) 0.21 0.33 0.33 0.34
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prepare a new tip. In other cases, the tip quality will be randomly altered by touching
some big asperities, as a result of sharper or blunter tip apex (see Fig. 3.4(b)).

3.3 Surface Preparation

Since the study in the following experiments is focusing on the topography and friction
properties of salt and graphene on metal, the first important task is to obtain clean and
flat substrates as requested by high resolution nc-AFM measurements. Single crystals
of iridium and platinum are selected as metal substrates in this work for several reasons.
First, little studies are drawn attention to the alkali halides on Ir(111) surface, since
it behaves moderate surface interaction between the top molecules and the substrates
below, generally lower than Ni(111) and Rh(111) but higher than Au(111) and Cu(111)
[122–124]. Second, ∼1300 K is usually applied to obtain high-quality graphene by
means of the CVD process, copper with lower melting point is not well suitable since
its vapor pressure is too high at this temperature, with copper atoms at a desorption
rate of ∼200 monolayers per second [125]. A good alternative is at Ir(111) or Pt(111)
substrates in the consideration of preparation temperature. Furthermore, they also
show a lower thermal expansion coefficient and carbon solubility to ensure a successful
graphene synthesis. Table 3.2 lists the advantage of Ir(111) and Pt(111) including the
above discussed factors, compared with Cu(111) and Ni(111), two of the most used
surface for graphene growth.

The single crystals of Ir(111) and Pt(111) were purchased from Mateck GmbH. They
were processed in the right dimensions for our sample holder and polished on one side
within 0.1◦. After the introduction to the UHV system, both metal substrates are
prepared in the P chamber, with the sequence of sputtering first to get rid of the
contaminants, and then annealing to specific high temperatures to remove the residual
argon atoms and smoothen the surface steps. A direct current is passing by a coiled
tungsten filament in the manipulator for high temperatures, which is controlled only
by the applied current (0 ∼ 10 A) with a self-adaptive voltage (0 ∼ 25 V). The
temperature was measured via a thermocouple (Eurotherm 2408) that is amounted
close to the sample holder in the UHV system. Out of the UHV system, an infrared
pyrometer (Impac IGA 140) was used to measure at the metal surface, close to the real
temperature, with the emissivity of Ir(111) (0.3) and Pt(111) (0.25) [126, 127]. Some
preparation details will be shown in the upcoming subsections.

3.3.1 Preparation of Ir(111)

The single crystal of Ir(111) is cleaned by repeated cycles of Ar+ ion sputtering at
1100 K at an energy of 1.2 ∼ 1.8 keV for 10 min and subsequent flash annealing at
1130 ◦C for 30 min (too high energy like > 2.0 keV will lead to over-sputtered holes
on the surface as shown in Fig. 3.5(a)). To remove the residual carbons on Ir(111), an
oxygen exposure with the partial pressure of ∼5 × 10−8 mbar at 873 K is necessary
to be added between the first cycle of sputtering and annealing processes. However,
one thing should be kept in mind that iridium is reactive with oxygen in the range of
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Figure 3.5: Topography image of Ir(111) by nc-AFM: (a) Over-sputtered surface (A1

= 5 nm, ∆f1 = -10 Hz, γ = 34.2 pN·nm0.5). (b) Clean surface with plenty of steps
(A1 = 5 nm, ∆f1 = -12 Hz, γ = 41.1 pN·nm0.5). (c) Clean surface with large terraces
(A1 = 5 nm, ∆f1 = -4 Hz, γ = 13.7 pN·nm0.5), with the step height measurement in
(d).
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873 ∼ 973 K [128, 129]. The solid production of IrO2(s) is left until 1400 K at which
it will decompose or convert into the gaseous form of IrO3(g). Thus, the annealing at
1400 K is not only to flatten the iridium surface (below, the surface will tend to form
many steps shown in Fig. 3.5(b)), but also to get rid of any oxides on the surface. The
clean Ir(111) surface is shown in Fig. 3.5(c) that used in this work, with flat and large
terraces (the step height with 2 iridium layers is seen in Fig. 3.5(d)).

3.3.2 Preparation of Pt(111)

The single crystal of Pt(111) is cleaned by repeated cycles of Ar+ ion sputtering at
room temperature (300 K) at an erengy of 1.2 keV for 10 min and subsequent flash
annealing at 1100 K for 20 min. However, one should be careful when oxygen is
brought into contact with platinum, since they will react with each other from 523 K
and the formed PtO2(s) is quite stable and hard to remove from the surface even by
considerable cycles of sputtering and annealing at high temperatures [130], as shown
in Fig. 3.6(a). Fig. 3.6(b) shows the oxidized structures at the nanoscale [131, 132].
To recover the pure platinum surface, the extra hydrogen exposure towards the hot
surface will help to get rid of the oxygen atoms among the platinum atoms [133,134].
The clean Pt(111) surface is presented in Fig. 3.6(c) that is used in this work (the step
height with 1 platinum layer is seen in Fig. 3.6(d)).

3.4 Surface Functionalization

In this work, potassium bromide on Ir(111) and graphene on Pt(111) are investigated
in Chap. 4 and Chap. 5, respectively. For the KBr preparation, it is convenient to
evaporate KBr powders at a higher temperature (normally lower than its melting
point). Considering the in-situ graphene growth on metal surfaces in vacuum, the
CVD method is an appropriate choice by simply decomposing hydrocarbon gas at
rather high temperatures and then forming the carbon networks as required. More
details are described as below.

3.4.1 Salt Evaporation

All the preparation of monolayer KBr are performed with an evaporator with three
water-cooled Knudsen cells (part 6 in Fig. 3.1). After every replacement of new
molecules, the evaporator is suggested to be baked out to outgas the contaminants. The
evaporation temperature is determined by using the quartz micro balance (QMB, part
7 in Fig. 3.2). It is calibrated to be 700 K for KBr evaporation, while the substrate is
kept at room temperature during the evaporation process. A rate of about 0.1 Å min−1

has to be reached to ensure a stable and moderate deposition process.

The KBr bulk used in this work is purchased from Mateck GmbH with a purity
of 99.9%. It is ground into powders by a ceramic mortar for better evaporation in
vacuum.
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Figure 3.6: Topography images of the Pt(111) surface by nc-AFM: (a) The oxidized
platinum surface at the large scale (A1 = 5 nm, ∆f1 = -5 Hz, γ = 17.1 pN·nm0.5). (b)
The structure of platinum dioxide at the small scale (A1 = 5 nm, ∆f1 = -20 Hz, γ =
68.4 pN·nm0.5). (c) Clean terraces at large scale with small steps (A1 = 5 nm, ∆f1 =
-5 Hz, γ = 17.1 pN·nm0.5), with the step height measurement in (d).
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3.4.2 Chemical Vapor Deposition

In the process of graphene synthesis by CVD method, two stages are well known in
many studies: the decomposition of hydrocarbons and the formation of the carbon
network [12, 135]. In this work, ethylene is used for the graphene preparation (part 8
in Fig. 3.1), with the dosing parameter of 4.5 L for 60 s (1 Langmuir = 1.33 × 10−6

mbar s). Ethylene is passed through a dosing tube, which ends 1 cm away from the
metal surface. Two types of ethylene adsorption temperatures are applied for various
graphene shapes: low-temperature substrate (RT) for small graphene patches and
high-temperature substrate for nearly one monolayer (ML) graphene sheet [136, 137].
Afterwards, the annealing at high temperature with another 60 s is an essential step for
dehydrogenation and carbon nucleation. Notably, the increasing growth temperatures
will decrease the types of moiré patterns on Ir(111) rather than Pt(111) [138, 139].
Thus, only one moiré pattern grown on Ir(111) at 1400 K is selected to prepare KBr
ontop, while the multidomain graphene is grown on Pt(111) at 1200 K to focus on the
distinction of the moiré patterns. Finally, the cooling process is also controlled at a
speed of 0.1 K s−1 to reduce the graphene shrinkage on the metal surface.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, the microscope and preparation methods used in this thesis were
presented. The UHV system with the the preparation chamber is applied for sample
cleaning, preparation and the analysis chamber for sample scanning, respectively. The
microscope is based on the beam deflection method to shed light on the backside of
the cantilever and received by a photo detector. In the following experiments, contact
and non-contact cantilevers are used for friction measurement and surface topography
characterization, respectively. Ir(111) and Pt(111) are selected as the substrate to
build several advanced 2D structures for friction studies. Chap. 4 is about the KBr
reconstruction on Ir(111) deposited via an evaporator, while Chap. 5 is about the
different graphene moiré performances on Pt(111) prepared by CVD method.
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4
Friction on Potassium Bromide with

Reconstructed Structures

This chapter presents the reconstructed KBr on Ir(111) as well as the study of
work function and friction. The introduction of alkali halides in the form of
both bulks and thin films is described in Sec. 4.1. The topography of both KBr

on pure Ir(111) and graphene/Ir(111) are displayed in Sec. 4.2. The possible models of
the corrugated reconstructed KBr are presented in Sec. 4.3. Additionally, the feasible
conditions of other salt-metal conditions are proposed to induce the reconstructed
structures. Finally, Sec. 4.4 compares the work function and friction properties of the
reconstructed and unreconstructed KBr layers.

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Alkali Halides on Metals

Many 2D materials including clusters and hybrids possess excellent physical properties
[137, 142]. Usually, to meet some special requirements, their structures need to be
designed at the nanoscale [143, 144]. Thus, the process of intercalation is a possible
method to tune properties and becomes an active research topic in recent years [145,
146]. It is well known that the intercalation is usually observed in layered solids
(e.g. graphene and MoS2) with the interlayers occupied by some atoms and molecules.
Taking one of the widely investigated alkali halides as an example, potassium bromide
is reported to intercalate between graphene and Cu(111) for the purpose of electrically
decoupling [147]. It shifts the graphene bandgap from semimetal to semiconductor due
to this KBr tuning process.

Inversely, another attractive routine is to tune KBr structures by graphene
intercalation. As it is widely approved, alkali halides always form the cubic structures
on clean surfaces [148,149]. Considering the interface of alkali halide heterostructures,
the top KBr film on NaCl(100) exhibits a superstructure with square islands, while
the stretched NaCl film on KBr(100) grows flat with rectangular islands [140, 150],
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Figure 4.1: AFM images of alkali halide films deposited on the bulk surfaces from
[140]: (a) KBr films on NaCl(100) with the inset of regular superstructures. (b) NaCl
films on KBr(100) with the inset of the rectangular islands.

Figure 4.2: AFM images of alkali halide films deposited on the metal surfaces from:
(a) NaCl films on Ag(100) with the inset of regular superstructure from [45]. (b) NaCl
films on Au(111) with the obvious periodic atoms from [141].
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as shown in Fig. 4.1. It is related to the positive or negative mismatch of lattice
constants between the salt pairs, which can also be translated to other alkali halide
system. In terms of metal substrates, alkali halides on metal(100) surfaces also display s
superstructure similar to the KBr/NaCl system [45,151]. As shown in Fig. 4.2(a), since
the lattice arrangement of metal(100) plays the same role as a small-size salt (since
the lattice constants of metal(100) are always smaller the salt), the superstructure is
thus formed on the top alkali halide due to this positive lattice misfit . Apart from the
(100) surface, alkali halide films on hexagonal metal(111) surfaces are still arranged
in cubic islands, since from literature, only square lattices of NaCl on metal(111)
surfaces are found [141, 152], as well as the observation of KBr [147, 153]. As shown
in Fig. 4.2(b), the typical herringbone structures of the reconstructed Au(111) surface
are observed, which also make some effects on the top shape of NaCl islands. At the
atomic resolution, the lattice of NaCl islands still presents the cubic configurations as
same as in the bulk.

4.1.2 Friction at the Nanoscale

Thanks to the invention and promotion of the atomic force microscopy (AFM), the
research of friction is able to concentrated to the nanoscale area based on a sharp tip
(atomically well defined) and a clean surface. Compared with the macroscale friction,
this phenomenon behaves quite differently at the level of the atomic resolution. One
important feature of friction at the nanoscale is the stick-slip motion, a periodic saw-
tooth-like corrugation of the friction force [154]. It matches well with the periodicity
of the substrate lattice below the scanning tip. The first atomic-scale stick-slip motion
was presented by Mate et al. with a graphite sample [32]. The sawtooth character of
this trace is formed by two steps: (i) the stick part, that the friction force is constructed
where the tip is stuck in the minimum energy trap. (ii) the slip part, when the friction
force reaches a threshold value, the tip spontaneously slides from the maximum energy
barrier down to the next minimum energy trap. One complete cycle of stick-slip motion
is shown in Fig. 4.3(c). Meanwhile, the partial energy in the system is also inevitably
dissipated due to this vibration during such stick-slip motion.

Routinely atomic lattice resolution in the lateral force images of all alkali halides is
observed. For bulk materials, an example from KF(100) is presented in Fig. 4.3(a).
The lateral force image displays the regular stick-slip behavior with periodicities of 0.39
± 0.02 nm [155]. Another more clear friction map of KBr(100) surface is presented
in Fig. 4.3(b). At a small normal load of 2.9 nN, the evident stick-slip motion is
shown in Fig. 4.3(c) with the periodic energy dissipation compassed in the friction
hysteresis loop. Notably, the forward direction (black profile) presents a stick-slip
behavior with more slip events in comparison to the backward direction (red profile).
It is related to the tip jumping from one atomic position to an adjacent one by a zig-zag
motion in replace of a straight jump [160]. When it comes to the alkali halide films,
the regular superstructure of KBr on Cu(100) is obvious to form a positive lattice
misfit in Fig. 4.4(a) as discussed above. However, the superstructure is invisible in
the friction map of Fig. 4.4(b) with the only cubic atom arrangement. Overall, alkali
halides always show frictional dissipation at small normal loads (less than 5 nm) and
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Figure 4.3: FFM images of alkali halide bulks: (a) KF(100) surface from [155]. (b)
KBr(100) with the forward-backward friction loop shown in (c) from [156].

Figure 4.4: Atomic resolution of KBr films on Cu(100) surface scanned by: (a) nc-
AFM from [151]. (b) FFM from [157].
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Figure 4.5: Observation on a boundary region of the sample with adjacent areas of
single (1 ML) and bilayer (2 ML) films at an underlying SiC substrate by: (a) CPD
map recorded using the KPFM mode from [158]. (b) Friction loop (averaged over 50
lines) from [159].

the cubic configuration of lattice in bulks or films.

4.1.3 Altering Work Function and Friction Properties

Work function and friction are two basic surface properties which can be obtained by
AFM. An attractive phenomenon of reversed work function and friction is observed by
several tribological researchers. For bulk materials, Y.P. Li et al. found a correlation
between the coefficient of friction and the electron work function in 3d transition metals
[161,162], especially from cobalt to zinc. However, there is no adequate discussion and
analysis about this interesting phenomenon in the paper. If we shift the attention
to the nanoscale, the differences between single and bilayer graphene films are also
observed. T. Filleter et al. measured the work function along graphene terraces, with
0.135 eV higher on the bilayer as shown in Fig. 4.5(a) [158], which is assumed to be
the shift of Fermi level. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 4.5(b), they also found
the friction on the SiC(0001) substrate is greatly reduced by the coverage of a single
layer graphene and reduced by another factor of 2 on bilayer graphene [159]. They
attributed this results to the effect of electron-phonon coupling, which is weaker for
bilayer and thus leads to the undamped lattice vibration, similar to the mechanism
of thermolubricity. This decreasing friction with more layers was also observed by
Changgu Lee et al., on other 2D materials like MoS2, NbSe2 and h-BN [5]. All of
the findings point out that both work function and friction seem to be determined by
the interactions around electrons. However, except for the homogeneous materials like
the multilayer graphene, it is still unknown whether this reversed work function and
friction behavior will occur for the heterostructures as well.
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4.2 Surface Morphology Imaged by nc-AFM

In this section, KBr islands were deposited on pure Ir(111) and on a monolayer
graphene covered Ir(111) surfaces via evaporation, respectively. On one hand,
irregularly shaped islands with corrugated stripe structures of KBr/Ir(111) are first
observed on the surface by non-contact atomic force microscopy (nc-AFM). On the
other hand, for the double-layer stack of KBr plus graphene, the topography of the
KBr islands return to the familiar cubic configuration, accompanying with the visible
graphene moiré and atomic KBr patterns at the same time. The results suggest that
the particular reconstruction of KBr only occurs on Ir(111). Furthermore, the tiny
mismatch of lattice constants does also make significant contributions to the long-
range reconstructed KBr structures on Ir(111). With the help of adding a layer of
graphene below, it undermines the physicochemical reactions between KBr and Ir(111)
substrate and makes the corrugated KBr reconstruction to be altered towards the flat
cubic lattices, as well as the varying mechanical and electronic properties.

4.2.1 Reconstructed KBr on Ir(111)

KBr, less than a monolayer, deposited on an Ir(111) substrate is observed on the raw
metal surface as visible in Fig. 4.6(a). It shows the large-scale topography of KBr
islands on Ir(111). After the deposition, the Ir(111) surface offers wide and clean
iridium terrace and KBr islands ontop. The islands are a monolayer with irregular
round shape. They also present several holes and the growth is not crossing the step
edges, which will be an important point to distinguish with the graphene growth on
Ir(111) [146,163]. The shape is far from the cubic island structure of alkali halides on
metal(111) surfaces [141,152]. In Fig. 4.6(b), it reveals some additional features inside
the KBr island. First, the anisotropic strong stripes in the corrugated KBr patterns
replace the flat cubic structures in the bulk. Second, the zoom in the different line
structures tends to form strong domains at some specific orientations, with the angle
of 118.6 ± 2.7◦ statistically. Actually, three orientations in total with 120◦ suggest
an alignment of the islands towards the substrate surface due to the metal lattice
symmetry, as observed in Fig. 4.6(c). Each island only has one type of orientation and
thus no islands are found to possess 2 or 3 orientations. If moving the tip closer, the
bold KBr stripes observed at the large scale are composed of double line structures
as well as an evident gap between each pair, as shown in Fig. 4.6(d). It seems to be
attributed to a reconstructed configurations due to the strong interactions between
KBr and Ir(111). However, these special structures are weakly bonded so that a non-
contact tip is able to cut the structures and move it away during scanning in Fig. 4.6(e)
and (f), respectively, which has never be seen for the graphene flakes.

With a good quality of the cantilever and a sharp tip, the atomic resolution image
of Fig. 4.7(a) will unfold the essence inside the stripe lines. It is supposed to be two
rows of atoms on the top and one below, which is discussed in Sec. 4.3. However, it
is difficult to tell the ion species considering the charge at the tip apex. Two types of
lattice arrangement are displayed in the orthogonal directions: the ones with single-
atom duplication along the stripe lines (red mark), while the others are across the
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Figure 4.6: Reconstructed KBr on Ir(111) surface: (a) Large scale KBr island with
irregular shape (A1 = 5 nm, ∆f = -5 Hz, γ = 17.1 pN·nm0.5). (b) Two different KBr
domains with the clear stripe lines (A1 = 2 nm, ∆f = -25 Hz, γ = 21.6 pN·nm0.5).
(c) Three rotation domains of KBr stripes accompanied with graphene (A1 = 2 nm,
∆f = -30 Hz, γ = 25.9 pN·nm0.5). (d) Zoom of KBr stripes (A1 = 5 nm, ∆f = -15
Hz, γ = 51.3 pN·nm0.5). (e) and (f) KBr island before and after cut (A1 = 5 nm, ∆f
= -13 Hz, γ = 44.5 pN·nm0.5).
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Figure 4.7: Atomic resolution of KBr on Ir(111) surface: (a) Atomic resolution
of corrugated KBr line structures with the height profile (A2 = 300 pm, ∆f = -125
Hz, γ = 1.02 pN·nm0.5). (b) The atomic line profiles of height measurement (green
line), different lattice arrangements along (red line, with the single-atom duplication
in ”AAA”) and cross (blue line, with the triple-atom duplication in ”BBC”) the
corrugated structures from (a).
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Figure 4.8: The topography of graphene patches on Ir(111) scanned by nc-AFM: (a)
Different sizes of graphene patches (A1 = 5 nm, ∆f = -5 Hz, γ = 17.1 pN·nm0.5).
(b) Similar sizes of graphene patches (A1 = 5 nm, ∆f = -4 Hz, γ = 13.7 pN·nm0.5).
(c) The moiré pattern of graphene in the large scale (A2 = 200 pm, ∆f = -5 Hz, γ =
0.022 pN·nm0.5).

stripe lines (blue mark) with triple-atom duplication. The atoms along the stripe lines
with ”AAA” pattern are arranged with the gap of measured 471 pm in average, which
is considered as the nearest distance between two same ions (either Br− or K+). Yet,
it is a bit larger than the distance in bulk KBr (d[01̄1] =

√
2/2aKBr = 466 pm, shown in

Fig. 4.17(b)) [164] but rather close to the long diagonal of the iridium unit cell (d[112̄]

=
√

3aIr111 = 470 pm, as shown in Fig. 4.17(a)) [48]. Similarly, this unexpected KBr
lattice adjustment is also suitable for the atoms with ”BBC” pattern of measured 2.83
nm in two cycles. It gives another view to prove the top-bottom corrugated structure
of KBr: ”B” stands for top atoms with strong interactive intensity and bottom for ”C”
with less against the tip apex as the shadows between two stripes, respectively. Now
that the average measured atomic lattice constants (471 pm in two directions) is a bit
enlarged by 1.3% in comparison with the bulk configuration (466 pm), the KBr islands
should have kept flat on iridium surface. However, on the contrary, our experiment
suggests a corrugated KBr structure on Ir(111). Anyway, no matter on island shapes
or atomic configurations, KBr on Ir(111) behaves different compared to other metal
substrates like Cu(111) [153].

4.2.2 Graphene Moiré on Ir(111)

Graphene prepared on Ir(111) via adsorption and subsequent thermal decomposition
of ethylene at proper temperature yields flakes of well-defined orientation [48]. A high-
quality graphene sheet is necessary before we focus on the study of KBr islands on the
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top. Owing to the self-limiting growth feature, there can be only a monolayer graphene
staying on the Ir(111) surface [46]. In this work, ethylene is used to grow graphene
on Ir(111) by CVD method. The coverage of graphene can be easily controlled by the
substrate temperature before C2H4 adsorption: room temperature for small coverage
and high temperature for large coverage, of which details can be found in Sec. 3.4.
The proper CVD growth temperature will help to improve the structural quality of
graphene. Fig. 4.8(a) shows that the graphene growth usually starts from islands
nucleated at step edges and proceeds to both upward and downward directions [46,138]
(differed from Ru(0001) [119]), with a better defined orientation and lower density of
edge dislocation. It is due to the lower solubility of carbon in iridium during graphene
growth compared with ruthenium and nickel surfaces. Additionally, with the fast-speed
growth, different sizes of graphene patches are observed while the uncovered Ir(111)
surface are contaminated with small residual clusters. In Fig. 4.8(b), the hexagonal
patches of graphene are grown at a lower speed, with the similar size in the range
of ∼50 nm. In good conditions (good tip quality, stable microscope platform and
effective preparation), the moiré pattern is easily detected, especially at the second
frequency bending mode. As shown in Fig. 4.8(c), the moiré superstructures in the
graphene sheets are observed, which stem from the larger mismatch between graphene
and Ir(111). Owing to the growth temperature around 1400 K, it only results in
pure graphene moiré pattern with the rotation of zero degree on Ir(111), which will
help to easily study the KBr ontop. Sometimes when the tip is modified, some more
information like the dissipation of the graphene moiré pattern can be observed.

Fig. 4.9(a) and (b) show the higher dissipation of a graphene island on Ir(111),
where other molecules usually present lower values than the metal substrate [165]. It
may be a special feature for 2D layered materials. Sometimes the resolution of the
tip is reversed, as shown in Fig. 4.9(c), with the corrugated peak of graphene moiré
transferred into valleys. This contrast is also observed on the surface of 2D h-BN
nanomesh on a Rh(111) substrate caused by the tip-sample interaction [166]. As a
result, in Fig. 4.9(d), the bright points of the excitation energy from the cantilever
stand for the moiré peaks while the dark areas are the valleys. Finally, if the tip is
close enough towards graphene surface, the atomic resolution inside the moiré pattern
is emerged in Fig. 4.9(e), of which periodicities are verified by the fast Fourier transform
(FFT) shown in Fig. 4.9(f).

Different from other metal substrates, graphene alignment on Ir(111) is quite
dependent on the growth temperature. The most-abundant orientation has previously
been characterized to be R0◦ in the literature [137] (here R stands for the rotation
angle between graphene and Ir(111) surface). Three other orientations in majority are
located in R14◦, R18.5◦ and R30◦ [138]. This mechanism is designed for minimizing
the elastic energy so that graphene adopts different epitaxial relationships with Ir(111)
substrate at different growth temperatures [167].

Generally speaking, the moiré pattern surrounding the Ir steps appears at 1100 K.
At 1350 K, R30◦ and R0◦ are the first two orientations as the coverage of 40% and 10%
respectively, while the other 50% belongs to the random rotated domains [168]. Since
the graphene preparation temperature in this work is set as ∼1400 K, R0◦ orientation
of graphene will be the most orientated domain on the Ir(111) surface.
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Figure 4.9: Graphene on Ir(111) scanned in different channels: (a) and (b) The
topography and dissipation of graphene patch (A1 = 5 nm, ∆f = -7 Hz, γ = 23.9
pN·nm0.5). (c) and (d) The topography and dissipation of graphene moiré pattern (A2

= 200 pm, ∆f = -40 Hz, γ = 0.18 pN·nm0.5). (d) The atomic resolution inside the
graphene moiré pattern with the FFT image in (f) (A2 = 200 pm, ∆f = -150 Hz, γ
= 0.66 pN·nm0.5).
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One of the primitive lattice vectors of the moiré pattern, ~km, can be computed
directly from both lattice vectors of the graphene overlayer, ~kgr, and the iridium

substrate, ~kir [134]:

~km = ~kgr − ~kir. (4.1)

Based on the geometrical situation in the thesis of Dong [169], the correct lattice
constant of moiré pattern and the angle between Ir(111) and moiré pattern are obtained
via:

am =
agraIr√

a2
gr + a2

Ir − 2agraIrcosβgr
, (4.2)

βm = arcsin
agrsinβgr√

a2
gr + a2

Ir − 2agraIrcosβgr
, (4.3)

where a is the lattice constant and βgr is the angle between graphene and iridium.
When we set βgr to be zero, that is R0◦ orientation, the lattice constant of moiré
pattern am is calculate to be 2.619 nm with the value of agr = 0.244 nm and aIr =
0.271 nm. It is very close to the measurement of 2.64 nm from Fig. 4.8(c), which is
the largest moiré lattice for graphene on Ir(111).

4.2.3 KBr/Graphene/Ir(111) layered structures

To tune this corrugated structures, a monolayer graphene is attempted to add below
KBr. Fig. 4.10(a) points out a large scale topography of Ir(111) surface half-covered
with graphene, with the deposition of less than one monolayer KBr. As a result,
two different types of KBr patterns are found in the two regions with and without
graphene. The ones with square shapes are grown on largely graphene covered Ir(111)
surface, while the other KBr islands still stand on the bare Ir(111) surface, with the
stripe lines shown in Fig. 4.10(c), which is the same type in comparison to Fig. 4.6(b).
Additionally, some small KBr clusters are observed at the edge of graphene sheets
(along the red dotted line in Fig. 4.10(a)). It suggests the transition of different
growth modes for KBr, i.e. larger-size islands on Ir(111) and greater-amount islands
on graphene/Ir(111), respectively. If the tip apex moves closer towards the largely-
covered graphene surface, a clear moiré pattern with a period of 2.64 nm is visible in
Fig. 4.10(b) [168].

However, distinct from corrugated structures, the KBr lattice seems to recover
to the flat pattern in Fig. 4.10(d). Furthermore, cubic KBr lattice and hexagonal
graphene moiré are displayed at the same time in the torsional frequency shift image
of Fig. 4.10(e). The FFT image of Fig. 4.10(d), with cutting and keeping the inner
hexagonal points respectively, the separate structural configuration are pronounced
in Fig. 4.10(f) and (g), respectively. The distances in FFT images are also close
to the measured lattices of cubic KBr (∼471 pm) and graphene moiré (∼2.64 nm).
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4.2. Surface Morphology Imaged by nc-AFM

Figure 4.10: Unreconstructed KBr on graphene/Ir(111) surface: (a) Two different
KBr structures discovered on graphene/Ir(111) and bare Ir(111) respectively (A1 = 5
nm, ∆f = -5 Hz, γ = 17.1 pN·nm0.5). (b) Single moiré pattern of graphene/Ir(111)
(A1 = 2 nm, ∆f = -85 Hz, γ = 73.4 pN·nm0.5). (c) Corrugated KBr on bare Ir(111)
with line structure (A1 = 2 nm, ∆f = -50 Hz, γ = 43.2 pN·nm0.5). (d) Multiple moiré
pattern of graphene/Ir(111) (A1 = 2 nm, ∆f = -300 Hz, γ = 259.2 pN·nm0.5). (e)
The torsional frequency shift ∆f t image of (d) (At = 30 pm). (f) and (g) Topography
after FFT filtering of cutting and keeping the inner square, respectively.
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Figure 4.11: Proposed model of reconstructed KBr on Ir(111): (a) top and (b) front
views of corrugated KBr reconstruction, marked with the measured and calculated
distance (grey for iridium atom, red for Br− ion and blue for K+ ion, respectively).
(c) Height profile in atomic resolution between fcc(hcp) sites and bridge ridges of
Fig. 4.7(a).

This multi-patterns are quite different from the single graphene moiré scanned by LT-
STM/AFM [170]. That means the bottom iridium substrate still take some effects on
the KBr lattice through the intercalated graphene.

In comparison to the KBr growth mode in Fig. 4.6(a), the top KBr layer above
graphene is observed to extend across the step edge (more likely to be upward the step
edges) the same as graphene (see Fig. 4.10(a)). It means the underground graphene
helps to reduce the distribution energy barrier of KBr islands across the Ir(111) steps.
Hence, the corrugated KBr islands with stripe lines seem to be a unique phenomenon
on Ir(111) surface and the stack of graphene monolayer below KBr will interrupt this
special configuration and tune back to the cubic arrangement. Furthermore, it also
gives a novel perspective that the moiré superstructure of graphene on transition metal
surface is still visible with the presence of an adlayer.
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4.3 Model for Reconstructed KBr

4.3.1 Proposed Model from Experiments

Here we propose a model attempt based on the experimental and geometrical con-
siderations to explain the KBr layer deformation. The corrugated KBr configuration
is established in Fig. 4.11, where potassium atoms are supposed to be visible in the
AFM measurement, with the atomic radii of bigger K and smaller Br for the whole
discussion. In the top view, we calculate the lattice constant of d1−cal = 470 pm and
d2−cal = 475 pm in the orthogonal orientations respectively, which are close with the
measured values in Fig. 4.7(b), i.e. d1−mea = 471 pm along the stripe and d2−mea =
472 pm across the stripe, respectively. It shows an approximate cubic configuration
that KBr layer attempts to follow the iridium substrate (470 pm) due to the mismatch
of lattice constant. Yet, unlike the smaller salt (e.g. NaCl) deposited on bigger salt
(e.g. KBr) with a flat top monolayer [140], KBr on Ir(111) behaves corrugated in
some specific directions as mentioned in Fig. 4.7(b). This shift of surface structure
should be mainly attributed to the negative lattice misfit, where the top island always
forms into a monolayer and follows the substrate lattice without superstructure and
shape change [150]. As one specific condition we mentioned above, the nearest distance
between two same ions in KBr (d[01̄1] = 466 pm) is close to the second nearest distance
between two iridium atoms (d[112̄] = 470 pm), so that the negative mismatch of two
lattices is no more than 2%. However, the large lattice mismatch as NaCl monolayer on
KBr substrate (17%) leaves enough space for the flat growth of the top NaCl layer [171].
Contrarily, owing to such approximate lattice constants, the corrugated KBr structure
is formed to relieve the narrow space with the configuration of two atoms on the top
(dark blue ball) and one below (light blue ball) shown in Fig. 4.11.

In the front view, due to this tiny mismatch, KBr could easily stand on the double
or triple iridium atoms by extending the lattice constant a bit towards d1−cal = 470
pm =

√
3aIr(111) to fit the [112̄] orientation of Ir(111). On the orthogonal direction

([11̄0]), KBr molecules will extend more to d2−cal = 475 pm = 1.75aIr(111). To satisfy
the requirements of periodicity, it will be 5.25aIr(111) between two bottom ions and
totally 21aIr(111) for the whole period. Overall, as shown in Fig. 4.11(b), 12 KBr
units are located on 22 iridium atoms along [11̄0] orientation with the gap of adjacent
lines in

√
3aIr(111), which occurs to the reconstructed KBr on a 22 ×

√
3 iridium

unit cell. This is one of common reconstruction patterns frequently observed on
the clean Au(111) surface that contains 44 and 46 atoms in the bulk and the top
layer, respectively [172, 173]. The growth of some molecules on Au(111) like diimide-
melamine and methanethiol could be even orderly driven by the surface (22 ×

√
3)

reconstruction [174, 175]. However, there is no published articles on the observable
reconstructed Ir(111) surface, as well as the interface with other molecules. Moreover,
there are two obvious differences on the reconstruction between these two metals.
First, the top layer of reconstructed Au(111) surface is compressed by 4.34% in the
[11̄0] orientation, while KBr on Ir(111) is stretched less with only 1.3% to follow the
configuration of 22 ×

√
3 on substrate, which will be another clue to explain why KBr

molecules tend to enlarge its lattice to form the corrugated structures. The second
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Figure 4.12: Optimization of reconstructed KBr on Ir(111) with the lattice periodicity
of 22 ×2

√
3 (Br− in red and K+ in blue, respectively): (a) and (b) Model with the

DFT cell before and after simulation (aIr,DFT = 382 pm, aKBr,DFT = 638 pm). (c) and
(d) Model with the EXP cell before and after simulation (aIr,EXP = 384 pm, aKBr,EXP
= 659 pm).

distinction is about the topography after the reconstruction, that the KBr/Ir(111)
interface seems to be the long straight stripes rather than the zig-zag herringbone
patterns on Au(111). Notably, the bottom ions are located at the different positions:
fcc or hcp sites and bridge ridge (BR) composed by two or three iridium atoms, as
shown in the front view of Fig. 4.11(b). When it comes to Au(111), the estimated stress
energy at fcc(hcp) domains and bridge ridges are 0.01 eV and 0.14 eV, respectively,
which is obvious that the atoms located more stable at the triangular positions (fcc
and hcp sites) than those on the bridge ridges [176]. Furthermore, there is also a tiny
height difference of bottom ions between fcc(hcp) sites and bridge ridges, with the
measurement of 11.6 ± 2.6 pm in Fig. 4.11(c). However, since this height differences
are calculated to be 10.4 pm and 13.6 pm for Br− and K+ at the bottom position,
respectively, which is still difficult to tell the ion species with the present results.

4.3.2 Model from Simulation

First, we attempt to simulate the supposed model above with the lattice periodicity
of 22 × 2

√
3 by density functional theory (DFT). Both calculated (DFT cell) and

experimental (EXP cell) lattice parameters are used to relax the initial atoms in
Fig. 4.12(a) and (b). The atomic radii are used in the following simulation illustrations
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4.3. Model for Reconstructed KBr

Figure 4.13: Optimization of reconstructed KBr on Ir(111) with the lattice periodicity
of 12 ×2

√
3 in the EXP cell as above (Br− in red and K+ in blue, respectively): (a)

Model before simulation. (b) Model after simulation. (c) Model adjusted from (b).

Figure 4.14: The second optimization of reconstructed KBr on Ir(111) with the
lattice periodicity of 12 ×2

√
3 in the EXP cell as above (Br− in red and K+ in blue,

respectively): (a) and (b) Top and lateral views of the model after simulation from
Fig. 4.13(a) with the calculated values. (c) and (d) Partial charges and height of Br−

and K+, respectively.
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of ∼111 and ∼234 pm for Br− and K+ ions, respectively. As illustrated in DFT cell
Fig. 4.12(c), two consecutive clusters (one unit & three units) with two KBr units are
observed at the vertical direction. They are separated by the units of 3 K+ plus 1 Br−

(marked in the white circle of Fig. 4.12(d)), which are shifted with half lattice at the
vertical direction. In the lateral view, the KBr layer is slightly corrugated, with shorter
K-K distance in the 3-membered clusters, thus leading to the internal compressive
forces in the whole system. When we input the parameters of EXP cell, the results
are shown in Fig. 4.12(d). A different configuration is observed with the formation of
a 6-membered cluster and three 2-membered clusters at the vertical direction. Here,
the corrugation seems to be lower than in the previous case, and it is energetically
less favorable since the compressive forces are, in fact, rather high. However, both
simulated results cannot reflect the features of the double-line structures in Fig. 4.7(a)
that the above 22 × 2

√
3 model is not suitable and should be modified.

Then, we consider to attempt the lattice periodicity in the medium level as 12 ×
2
√

3 as shown in Fig. 4.13. A 6-membered cluster in the middle and three 2-membered
clusters at the sides are observed in Fig. 4.13(b), respectively. The corrugation seems
to be at the same level of long periodicity of 22 ×

√
3. The geometry is almost

identical to the configuration of the previous calculation. After the adjustment of the
cell further in Fig. 4.13(c), it leads to a slight compression of the cell, with a significant
release of energy. The geometry is almost identical to the configuration of the previous
calculation. The adsorption energy is more negative of -0.82 eV unit−1 than -0.46 eV
unit−1 in Fig. 4.13(b), which suggests a stronger interaction between KBr and Ir(111).
However, it still cannot reflect the features of the double-line structures observed in
the experimental measurements.

Another model with the same lattice periodicity is presented in Fig. 4.14(a) and
(b). Contrarily, only one line of Br− ions are shifted with half lattice constant, thus
indicating the separated units with 2 K+ plus 1 Br− (marked in the white circle of
Fig. 4.14(a)). An obvious corrugation of Br− ions are observed while K+ ions are nearly
flat, as shown in Fig. 4.14(c) and (d). Correspondingly, the positive charge of K is
almost constant while the negative charge of Br differs. It suggests electrically neutral
charge distribution at long range but locally polarized due to the corrugated Br− ions.
Although this model is still not corresponding to the experimental measurements, one
feature is worth to focusing on, i.e. the half lattice shift in each reconstructed KBr
model. The local configurations in the black mark of lateral view attract our attentions
with the following points: (i) The total length is 1.408 nm, close to the half measured
value of 2.83 nm in Fig. 4.7(b). (ii) the two K+ ions in 397/400 pm seem to be the
double-line structures while the pairs in 611 pm is the dark gap in between. Thus,
it is speculated that if these cross (4 K+ plus 1 Br−) and parallel (2 K+ plus 1 Br−)
configurations can be alternately emerged to form the periodic reconstructions.

The final model is simulated in Fig. 4.15(a) with the lattice periodicity as 4 ×
2
√

3. The combined configurations of KBr lattices along [001] and [01̄1] orientations
(see Fig. 4.17(b)) are presented, with the calculated distances of 423 pm for [01̄1]
and 641 pm for [001], respectively. They are quite suitable with the experimental
measurements of 430 and 650 pm, as well as the distance between corrugations (461
& 470 pm). The adsorption energy is calculated to be -0.91 eV unit−1, which is the
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4.3. Model for Reconstructed KBr

Figure 4.15: Optimization of reconstructed KBr on Ir(111) with the lattice periodicity
of 4 × 2

√
3 in the EXP cell as above (Br− in red and K+ in blue, respectively): (a)

Model after simulation with the calculated distances. (b) AFM image of atomically
double-line structures with the measured distances.

lowest one among all the models. It suggests the best possibility of this reconstructed
configurations. Furthermore, the unresolved question about the visible ion species in
Fig. 4.15(b) is inferred to be K+ with the height differences of ∼1 pm, while Br− ions
are corrugated up (along [01̄1]) and down (along [001]) with the height differences
of ∼82 pm. Therefore, it is not only a simple reconstruction but also another phase
of KBr under 2D environment, which has not been observed before on other metal
substrates. The related physical properties are probably altered in comparison to the
cubic bulk KBr and discussed further in Sec. 4.4.

In addition, Fig. 4.6(b) reminds us that this corrugated KBr reconstruction should
have more than one domain on the surface. If the Ir(111) lattice is fixed as shown
in Fig. 4.16(a), KBr(100) surface will just stand on the metal substrate to form the
stripe lines, with the [01̄1] orientation covering the a axis ([112̄]) of Ir(111). Yet, there
is no corrugation along the orthogonal orientation [011]. When KBr(100) surface is
clockwise rotated by 120◦ in Fig. 4.16(b), the orientation [110] will cover the b axis
in Ir(111), as the stripe lines shown in the right side of Fig. 4.6(b). Keep rotating
KBr(100) surface by another 120◦ towards Fig. 4.16(c), it will overlap the c axis of
Ir(111), as the stripe lines shown in the left side of Fig. 4.6(b). This is consistent with
the observation in Fig. 4.6(c) that there are three orientations of reconstructed KBr
when rotating KBr(100) lattice on Ir(111) surface with the angle of 120◦ between each
other.

4.3.3 Two Possible Conditions for Reconstruction

Moreover, except reconstructed KBr on Ir(111), it is also interesting to study the
conditions to trigger the reconstruction of salt-metal pairs. First, the interaction
from the metal substrate makes an important effect on the top alkali halide layer
away from its free-standing case. In terms of graphene supported on transition metal
(TM) surfaces, the corrugation is attributed to the epitaxial stress from the lattice
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Figure 4.16: Three rotated domains of the reconstructed KBr(100) lattice with the
orthogonal arrows of solid line for [01̄1] (orientation without corrugation) and dotted
line for [011] (orientation with corrugation) on hexagonal Ir(111) surface (red for Br−,
blue for K+ and grey for iridium), respectively: (a) and (b) 0◦. (c) and (d) 120◦. (e)
and (f) -120◦.
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Figure 4.17: Two crystal surfaces with four types of lattice match (LM): (a)
Metal(111) surface. (b) Salt(100) surface. (c) LM1. (d) LM2. (e) LM3. (f) LM4.
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mismatch between the carbon layer and substrate [124]. Considering the different
interaction discussed by M. Batzill [123], TM substrates are divided into two groups:
strong interaction (e.g. Co, Ni, Ru, Rh) and weak interaction (e.g. Cu, Ag, Au,
Pt, Ir). Obviously, graphene is totally flat on Ni(111) [177], while it shows only a
small corrugation on Cu(111) and Pt(111) surface [119, 178]. Contrary to graphene,
NaCl always forms flat layers on Au(111) surface [141, 152], or moiré superstructure
on Cu(111) [179], but without reconstruction. Notably, Ir(111) will be a bit different
from the other weak substrates that the top graphene physically adsorbs to Ir(111)
surface with an antibonding average contribution from chemical interaction [163]. It
seems to be a possible reason that alkali halides like KBr behaves corrugated rather
than flat based on this special surface properties of the physisorption with chemical
modulation on Ir(111).

Table 4.1: Ideal lattice match (pm) for the reconstruction of salt on metal [48, 164,
180–184].

Salt asalt am at LM1 am at LM2 am at LM3 am at LM4

KBr 660 660 466 381 269 (aIr=272)
KCl 630 630 445 364 257 (aCu=256)
NaBr 597 597 422 345 243 (aNi=248)
NaCl 564 564 399 326 230
LiF 403 403 285 233 164

The second idea should be attributed to the geometric matching of lattice constants
between salt layer and metal substrate. In order to deeply investigate similar
phenomenon, here, two types of lattice match are discussed in Fig. 4.17 (here only fcc
metal is considered), including the first (marked with red vector) and second (marked
with blue vector) nearest distance of the same atoms in the lattice. Thus, we totally
have four pairs of salt-metal pairs, marked as LM1 (d[11̄0] = d[001]), LM2 (d[11̄0]
= d[01̄1]), LM3 (d[112̄] = d[001]), LM4 (d[112̄] = d[01̄1]). As shown in Table 4.1,
yet, there is no available metal lattice to fit the configuration at LM1, LM2, and
LM3. When it comes to LM4 (the case of KBr on Ir(111) in the above work), KCl on
Cu(111) and NaBr on Ni(111) are noticed with the tiny lattice mismatch of -0.4% and
2%, respectively. Therefore, one can conclude that it is assumed that the special case
for the corrugated reconstruction of KBr with stripe lines on Ir(111) might be found
on KCl/Cu(111) and NaBr/Ni(111), based on the suitable surface interaction and the
lattice match.
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Figure 4.18: KPFM images of KBr islands accompanied with topography in nc-AFM:
(a) KBr island next to the graphene flake (A1 = 2 nm, ∆f = -15 Hz, γ = 12.9
pN·nm0.5). (b) KBr island on the graphene sheet (A1 = 5 nm, ∆f = -5 Hz, γ = 17.1
pN·nm0.5). (c) CPD profiles of (a) and (b). (d) The separated charge layers in the
reconstructed KBr and the electrically neutral state in the cubic KBr.

4.4 Distinct Work Function and Friction of two KBr
Structures

4.4.1 Work Function Measurement

Generally, the work function represents the energy necessary for the electron at the
Fermi level to escape the solid. Fig. 4.18(a) shows KBr islands adjacent to graphene
on the Ir(111) surface, with their special features of tilt lines and moiré corrugation,
respectively. The bias image shows the reconstructed KBr in dark compared to
the graphene. The step height in ∆CPD between KBr and graphene is 500 mV in
Fig. 4.18(c). However, when the graphene is added between KBr and Ir(111) as shown
in Fig. 4.18(b), the obvious tilt lines are diminished but with brighter bias of 150 mV
than the graphene. It is verified by the simulation by DFT with the work function
differences of approximately 580 and 220 mV (see in Table 4.2, with the reference work
function of 5.76 eV for Ir(111) [185]), indicating the pronounced work function increase
of KBr with the stack of a monolayer graphene below.

Many factors could take effects on the work function like purity of material (doped
or undoped), structure (surface crystallographic orientation) and morphology (surface
roughness), processing history and surface composition (clean or contaminated). For
the monolayer KBr island on Ir(111), it is still at the electronically neutral state in
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Table 4.2: Work function in the different studied systems measured by KPFM and
simulated by DFT, respectively.

System ΦKPFM / eV ΦDFT / eV
Ir(111) 5.76 [185] 5.77
Gr/Ir(111) 4.56 4.74
KBr/Gr/Ir(111) 4.71 4.96
KBr/Ir(111) 4.06 4.16

the long periodicity. However, the surface component will become the dominant part,
indicating with the surface dipoles stemming from the redistribution of the charges
at the solid surface. As shown in Fig. 4.18(d), the KBr reconstruction keeps K+ ions
horizontally but makes Br− ions corrugated in different planes parallel to the iridium
surface, thereby introducing a charge separation and an electrical dipole, which leads
to a more negative area at the higher Br− ion (bonding with four K+ ions) and a
more positive area at the lower Br− (bonding with two K+ and one iridium atom),
respectively. It is demonstrated by the DFT calculation for partial charges of 0.490
e− and 0.747 e− for lower and higher Br− ions. Furthermore, these local dipoles will
not only functionalize inside the KBr, but also create such a picture with an electron
transferring channel from the upper negative Br− regions towards the scanning tip,
and another channel from the near-surface iridium atoms towards the lower positive
Br− regions. The former channel helps the electrons easily migrate from the inner
KBr surface to the outer tip apex, which effectively decreases the work function of
reconstructed KBr [186]. While the latter channel leads to a compact interface distance
between KBr and Ir(111), i.e. strong bonding of Ir-Br−, which makes lower Br− ions
more stable in the special parallel K-Br-K configuration. This supposes that the charge
redistribution will alter the Fermi level and make an important role on both electronic
and frictional properties of the reconstructed KBr [187]. Nevertheless, these channels
are mostly weakened after intercalating a monolayer of graphene in between, the strong
bondings between KBr and Ir(111) are decoupled by graphene forming the enlarged
interface gap. Therefore, the charge distribution is disappeared in Fig. 4.18(d), so that
finally the work function of top KBr is increased by a bias value of 650 mV.

4.4.2 Friction Force Measurement

Besides the electronic properties like work function, the friction force is also measured
on different KBr structures as a function of the tip position dragged forward and
backward via FFM. To easily approach the measured area for the frictional images,
the fully covered surfaces of KBr/Ir(111), graphene/Ir(111) and KBr/graphene/Ir(111)
were prepared rather than dispersed islands in Fig. 4.6(c) and Fig. 4.18(a). It will also
help to avoid the contact between the tip and the metal surface against the effect of
“cold welding” [188]. The frictional images are measured under the normal load of 5
nN, shown in Fig. 4.19, where the tip will not leave any elastic or plastic deformation on
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Figure 4.19: Frictional maps at the same normal load of 5 nN in the forward
and backward directions, respectively: (a) and (b) KBr/Ir(111) surface. (c) and (d)
KBr/graphene/Ir(111) surface. (e) and (f) Graphene/Ir(111) surface.

the sample surface. The periodic stick-slip motions are presented on both reconstructed
and unreconstructed KBr surfaces, while the graphene surface looks more still with the
observation of large moiré pattern and small benzene ring structures, similar with the
topographic image of Fig. 4.9(e) scanned by nc-AFM. The friction forces are calculated
based on the hysteresis loops in Fig. 4.20. KBr on pure Ir(111) presents the friction
force of 7.6 nN in Fig. 4.20(a). It is larger than the bulk KBr where the friction
force is normally below 1 nN with the same applied load of 5 nN, obtained from
both experiment [189] and calculation [190]. With a stack of monolayer graphene in
between, the friction force on KBr is decreased to 0.75 nN, in Fig. 4.20(b), a magnitude
similar to the bulk KBr. The graphene still performs as ultralow friction force as 5 pN
(Fig. 4.20(c)), which is nearly in the superlubric state and can be ignored. Although
the frictional loop is enclosed, the moiré pattern of graphene is still recognizable with
the periodicity of 2.6 nm [170]. In addition, as shown in Fig. 4.20(b), the stick-slip
motion presents the atomic-scale periodicity, which is measured to be 650 ± 30 pm in
average for cubic KBr on graphene/Ir(111). It is nearly equal to the lattice constant of
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Figure 4.20: Hysteresis loops from Fig. 4.19 at the same normal load of 5 nN with
the forward in red and the backward in black, respectively: (a) KBr/Ir(111) surface.
(b) Graphene/Ir(111) surface. (c) KBr/graphene/Ir(111) surface.
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Figure 4.21: KBr island on graphene/Ir(111): (a) before and (b) after the
manipulation by a non-contact tip (A1 = 5 nm, ∆f = -3 Hz, γ = 10.3 pN·nm0.5).

bulk KBr (660 pm). However, compared with the stick-slip periodicity of 990 ± 50 pm
in Fig. 4.20(a), it is close to the distance between two higher Br− ions in Fig. 4.18(d)
(calculated to be ∼1050 pm, as shown in Fig. 4.15(a)). It may reflect the atomic
resolution of the corrugated Br− ions in sequence. Notably, the cubic KBr island can
be manipulated by the non-contact tip (the cantilever is stiffer than the contact one).
Fig. 4.21(a) and (b) present that KBr island is pushed by the tip along the iridium
step, which also verified the weakly decoupling effect from underground graphene.

As discussed above, the corrugated Br− ions leads to a local charge redistribution
on the Ir(111) surface as shown in Fig. 4.18(d). It can be considered as an electronic
trap formed by the alternate higher and lower Br+ ions along the corrugated directions.
Since the Br− ions seem to be visible based on Fig. 4.19(a) and Fig. 4.20(a), the negative
charged tip apex is assumed due to the repulsive regime in the measurements of FFM.
Thus, it will be attracted in this electronic trap where the lower Br− is less negative
than the higher ones. This mechanism produces the extra energy dissipation towards
thermal heat during the frictional motion. Owing to adding a monolayer graphene
below KBr, the formation of the interface under KBr plays an important role as an
electron decoupling media, which behaves weaker bonding with the increasing work
function [191]. Therefore, it makes the top KBr layer more lubricated in comparison
to the reconstructed state on pure Ir(111).

On the other hand, the mechanically structural trap formed by the corrugated KBr
reconstruction will be another possible reason. Considering the superlubric conditions
stemmed from two incommensurate crystals [35], the reconstructed trap will strengthen
the commensurability of the KBr surface, thus leading to an drastically increasing
friction as well as the intrinsic friction from the atomic stick-slip motion [192]. This
extra friction will be reduced with the elimination of KBr reconstruction, i.e. replaced
by the cubic configuration via the underground stack of a monolayer graphene between
KBr and Ir(111). In summary, all the findings lead us to conclude that the friction
forces of such heterostructures at the nanoscale are related to be trapped both
electronically and mechanically formed by the reconstructed phase.
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4.5 Summary

In this chapter, the heterostructures of KBr/Ir(111) and KBr/graphene/Ir(111)
systems were established in comparison. Through the topography measurement via
nc-AFM and DFT simulations, the corrugated reconstruction was observed with a
periodicity of alternative KBr lattice along [001] and [01̄2] orientations. It is attributed
to the lattice symmetry of KBr towards the iridium substrate. After adding a
monolayer graphene in between, KBr recovers to the normal cubic lattice configuration,
which results from to the decoupling effect of graphene. It prevents the charge transfer
from Ir(111) to KBr stemming from the electronegativity. Thus, the work function
measured by KPFM also verified this point with the increasing ∆CPD values from
reconstructed to cubic KBr. On the other hand, the frictional properties measured
by FFM present the decreasing trend that reconstructed KBr has higher friction
force than that of cubic KBr. It is supposed to be the electron-phonon coupling
effect, which causes the strong electronic interaction between KBr and Ir(111) and
manifests considerable energy dissipation in the frictional hysteresis loop. Thanks
to the adding graphene in between, such unstable sliding motion is replaced by a
relatively moderate stick-slip motion as similar as the bulk KBr. It can be concluded
that the graphene monolayer below first causes the elimination of charge distribution
and KBr reconstruction, then the electrically neutral KBr layer with the increasing
work function make an effect on the final reduced friction forces. This shed light
on the intrinsic relationship between electronic and frictional properties and help to
control and modify both of them synchronously though the various heterostructures.
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5
Friction on Graphene with Various Moiré

Patterns

The distinct frictional properties of various moiré patterns of graphene on Pt(111)
are introduced in this chapter. The introduction of graphene on metals by
CVD are listed in Sec. 5.1. Sec. 5.2 presents the topographic outlook of

graphene on Pt(111) via nc-AFM. The frictional experiments via FFM under lower
and higher normal loads are described in Secs. 5.3 and 5.4, respectively, where an
important parameter of critical normal load is proposed to separate ultralow friction
and dissipated friction. The potential mechanism is also discussed with the mechanical
procedures of puckering. Finally, besides the applied load, the scanning speed can
enhance this puckering effect as well.

5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 Graphene on Metals

Since the method to produce monolayer free-standing graphene was published in 2004,
it has initiated a great number of scientific and technological activities to investigate
this 2D material [22, 30]. As introduced above, graphene prepared on metal surfaces
is an appropriate way to focus on the clean surface study in the lab, especially in-
situ synthesis in the UHV system. The formation of graphene on metal was first
observed during the preparation of platinum and ruthenium single crystals [195, 196].
Generally, the growth mechanism of graphene on metal requires high-temperature
environments, but divided into two types, either segregating bulk-dissolved carbon to
the surface [120, 197], or decomposing carbon-containing molecules [139, 146]. Nickel
and cobalt are two examples for the first method, which may be considered as a
thermodynamic equilibrium phase with the lower surface free energy of the graphene
covered surface. Furthermore, the graphene on Ni(111) and Co(0001) behaves quite
flat as shown in Fig. 5.1. Owing to proper lattice matches (agr = 0.246 nm, aNi = 0.248
nm, aCo = 0.251 nm), commensurate superstructures are formed. Furthermore, it is
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Chapter 5. Friction on Graphene with Various Moiré Patterns

Figure 5.1: STM images of graphene network on: (a) Ni(111) with the inset of atomic
resolution [193]. (b) Co(0001) with the inset of atomic resolution [194].

suspected with strong interactions between graphene and Ni(111) and Co(111), with
a separation of only ∼0.21 nm [197, 198]. Even so, there are no clues found that the
bonds between nickel and carbon atoms lead to an sp2-to-sp3 rehybridization along the
perpendicular direction of graphene plane. One challenge is to control the numbers of
graphene layers due to the complicated kinetic processes of carbon precipitation [199].

For the decomposition method by CVD, ethene is the mostly used carbon source, but
also working with propene [29], methane [200], acetylene [201], carbon monoxide [202]
and fullerene [203]. The molecules are either adsorbed on the transition metal surfaces
at room temperature and decomposed with only carbon left after annealing, or the
molecules are directly adsorbed on the hot metal substrates. The different routine will
finally lead to a coverage of graphene from 20% to 100% for cold and hot molecule
adsorption, respectively [46]. Owing to the low carbon solubility, the graphene grown
on transition metal by CVD method is always self-limiting to a monolayer, i.e. as
long as the surface is fully covered by graphene, it will be deactivated for hydrocarbon
decomposition, as a result of shutting down the graphene growth [46,204]. This is one
of the advantages of this method for the single-layer graphene growth. Unlike the good
lattice match of graphene on Ni(111) or Co(0001), it performs periodic repetitions of
incommensurate structures, i.e. a moiré pattern, on the lattice mismatched metals,
like Pt(111) [139], Ir(111) [205], Rh(111) [169] and Ru(0001) [206]. However, these
large lattice mismatched metals can also be classified into two groups depending on
the different interactions with graphene: (i) strong as Rh(111) and Ru(0001) with the
separation of ∼0.21 nm, (ii) weak as Pt(111) and Ir(111) with the separation of ∼0.33
nm. Even so, such strong bonding between graphene and Ru(0001) is only effective on
the monolayer and almost completely reduced for a second graphene layer [207, 208].
For these various differences in the interactions between graphene and metal substrates,
the so-called d band model is proposed to explain this phenomenon [209]. It predicts
that a stronger interaction will result either from decreasing electron occupation of
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5.1. Introduction

Figure 5.2: STM images of graphene network on: (a) Ir(111) with the inset of atomic
resolution [46]. (b) Ru(0001) with the inset of atomic resolution [47].

the d band, or from the 5d to 3d metals with more attraction of electrons. Therefore,
graphene interacts more strongly with nickel (3d8) and ruthenium (4d7) than with
platinum (5d9) and iridium (5d7) corresponds well with this assumption. In Fig. 5.2,
the STM images of graphene on Ir(111) [46] and Ru(0001) [47] are presented. Graphene
prepared on Ir(111) through adsorption and thermal decomposition of ethylene via
CVD at proper temperature produces flakes of well-defined orientation. Differently,
graphene on Ru(0001) obtained via thermal decomposition of ethylene indicates a
group of orientations, with the similar cases observed on Pt(111) [203].

Here, graphene on Pt(111) was selected due to the formation of multiple moiré
structures. Although both Ir(111) and Pt(111) belong to the group of weak interactions
with graphene, Pt(111) allows a temperature-dependent growth for different moiré
patterns [210]. When ethylene molecules are thermally decomposed at 1350 K, 50% of
surface is covered by random rotated domains, 40% by R0◦ and 10% by R30◦ domains
(here R stands for the rotation angle between graphene and Pt(111) surface). If the
temperature is increased to 1530 K, only R0◦ domain is observed. The distinction of
rotation angle of graphene becomes smaller by increasing the incident kinetic energy,
i.e. the homogeneity of formed graphene is upgraded. This is why we use graphene
prepared at 1400 K on Ir(111) as the single variable in Chap. 4. However, it will not
occur to the surface of graphene on Pt(111), which will always form the multi-domain
moiré structures at any temperatures over 800 K [211]. Only the quality of graphene
on Pt(111), including moiré size and crystallization, can be improved by reducing the
density of nuclei at earlier stage and the density of defects during the growth [119].
Fig. 5.3 displays the main rotated domains on graphene/Pt(111) [139], including some
other patterns of

√
7 ×
√

7, 5 × 5 and
√

57 ×
√

57 [212]. The lattice constants and
rotation angles of moiré patterns are shown in Table 5.1, which will be the reference in
the following discussion. Notably, the corrugation of the moiré patterns with the zero
degree towards graphene networks (e.g. 2 × 2, 3 × 3 and 4 × 4) is ∼30 pm with flatter
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Chapter 5. Friction on Graphene with Various Moiré Patterns

Figure 5.3: STM images of various moiré patterns on graphene/Pt(111): (a) 2 × 2
R0◦. (b) 3 × 3 R0◦. (c) 4 × 4 R0◦. (d)

√
37×

√
37 R21◦. (e)

√
61×

√
61 R26◦. (f)√

67×
√

67 R12◦. [139].

Table 5.1: The periodicity of moiré superstructures and corresponding rotation angles
between graphene, moiré and Pt(111) [139].

Moiré
configurations

Moiré lattice
(nm)

The angle between
graphene and Pt(111)

The angle between
graphene and moiré

2 × 2 0.5 30◦ 0◦

3 × 3 0.738 19◦ 0◦

4 × 4 1 14◦ 0◦√
37×

√
37 1.5 6◦ 21◦√

61×
√

61 1.87 3◦ 26◦√
67×

√
67 2.1 2◦ 12◦
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5.2. Topography of Graphene on Pt(111) with Different Moiré Patterns

graphene film and less distortion in the vertical direction. When there are some angles
between the lattice vectors of moiré superstructures and graphene, the corrugation of
these domains increased to a range of 50 ∼ 80 pm, forming the rippled graphene with
the fluctuated bonding strength towards the Pt(111) substrate.

5.1.2 Friction on Graphene

Graphite is a traditional lubricant used in the daily life and mechanical industries.
In 2004, J. Frenken et al. first verified the superlubricity of graphite experimentally,
where the friction force is nearly zero (∼15 pN) between two incommensurate surfaces
[19]. Graphene inherits this feature as the 2D mode of graphite on various substrates
like Ge(111) [213], Si(0001) [157], Pt(111) [214] or at the suspending state [5]. D.
Berman et al. achieved the macroscopic superlubricity with the graphene patches
around nanodiamonds to form nanoscrolls with reduced contact area coefficient of
friction (∼0.004) [215]. With the simulation by the Prandtl-Tomlinson model, the
potential energy of graphene on Pt(111) can be calculated with the combination of the
lattice and moiré components [216]. The results show that the preferential orientations
of the moiré (generally the largest moiré as

√
67 ×

√
67 in Table 5.1) is caused by

stronger bonding of graphene to the substrate. Especially in the exfoliated graphene,
the single layer graphene binds anisotropic with an angle of 180◦ [217]. It stems from
the ripple structure of inhomogeneous interactions with the SiO2 substrate, as a result
of “puckering effect” against ripples. This phenomenon was also observed by C. Lee
et al. that the increasing layers of graphene will impair the puckering effect with
the reduced contact area in front of the tip [5]. Furthermore, the fluorinated graphene
surface with moiré pattern still shows an ultra-lower friction until a higher normal load
than that without the superlattice [213]. It suggests that the disordered surface usually
leads to higher friction and more energy dissipation. However, the friction work on
the various moiré patterns like graphene/Pt(111) is less discussed and analyzed, which
will be investigated by AFM and FFM in the following sections.

5.2 Topography of Graphene on Pt(111) with Different
Moiré Patterns

The fully covered graphene is prepared by ethylene dosing on the hot Pt(111) surface,
to ensure the high quality of graphene as well as multi-moiré patterns. As shown in
Fig. 5.4(a), the surface is covered with monolayer graphene along the Pt(111) terraces.
Plenty of bright asperities are distributed on graphene, yet, some of those are located
to probably form a domain boundary. It is a general phenomenon in graphene grown
on transition metals for the purpose of stress relaxation, which has been observed in
other systems with monolayer graphene on nickel [218], iridium [138] and copper [219].
Two continuous areas are focused with a domain boundary, shown in Fig. 5.4(b). The
upper and lower areas are zoomed in Fig. 5.4(c) and (d), respectively. With a clear
moiré resolution, the different moiré patterns are found on each side of the boundary (5
× 5 &

√
37×
√

37 and
√

37×
√

37 &
√

67×
√

67, decided by the moiré lattices measured
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Chapter 5. Friction on Graphene with Various Moiré Patterns

Figure 5.4: Topographic images of graphene on Pt(111) from large scale to moiré
resolution by nc-AFM: (a) Large scale with the distributed bright asperities (A1 =
5 nm, ∆f = -10 Hz, γ = 34.2 pN·nm0.5). (b) Medium scale with the clear moiré
boundaries (A1 = 5 nm, ∆f = -17 Hz, γ = 58.1 pN·nm0.5). (c) Zoom in the boundary
between 5 × 5 and

√
37×

√
37 (A1 = 5 nm, ∆f = -65 Hz, γ = 222.3 pN·nm0.5). (d)

Zoom in the boundary between
√

37 ×
√

37 and
√

67 ×
√

67 (A1 = 5 nm, ∆f = -100
Hz, γ = 342.1 pN·nm0.5).
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5.2. Topography of Graphene on Pt(111) with Different Moiré Patterns

Figure 5.5: Topography of Graphene on Pt(111) with high resolution via nv-AFM
(left) and the related rotational configurations (right, graphene in purple and platinum
in blue), respectively: (a) Moiré pattern of

√
67×

√
67 with the lattice of ∼2.2 nm (A1

= 5 nm, ∆f = -200 Hz, γ = 684.2 pN·nm0.5). (b) Moiré pattern of
√

37×
√

37 with
the lattice of ∼1.5 nm (A1 = 5 nm, ∆f = -200 Hz, γ = 684.2 pN·nm0.5). (c) Moiré
pattern of 5 × 5 with the lattice of ∼1.25 nm (A1 = 5 nm, ∆f = -200 Hz, γ = 684.2
pN·nm0.5). (d) Moiré pattern of 4 × 4 with the lattice of ∼1 nm (A1 = 5 nm, ∆f =
-220 Hz, γ = 752.4 pN·nm0.5). (e) Moiré pattern of 2 × 2 with the lattice of ∼0.5 nm
(A1 = 5 nm, ∆f = -300 Hz, γ = 1026.3 pN·nm0.5).
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Chapter 5. Friction on Graphene with Various Moiré Patterns

in the next paragraph). Smaller asperities are accumulated at the boundary between
bigger asperities. It is speculated to be the extra carbon source desorbed from the
Pt(111) substrate between different moiré patterns. Furthermore, the near-size moiré
patterns (e.g. 3 × 3 & 5 × 5 or

√
37×

√
37 &

√
67×

√
67) prefer to grow close to each

other, avoiding the large stress at the boundary. It is also verified by Gao et al. that
the calculated adhesive energies per carbon atom are 38.6 meV and 39.8 meV for two
adjacent moiré patterns on the Pt(111) surface, respectively. It manifests that various
graphene moiré patterns with different orientations could coexist on Pt(111).

On the graphene/Pt(111) surface, there are 5 different moiré patterns found with
the rotated angle from 2◦ to 30◦ between graphene and Pt(111) shown in Fig. 5.5.
They are marked as “R2◦ or R30◦”, which can be obtained from Eq. 4.3 or the related
references [139, 212]. The moiré lattices can be calculated by Eq. 4.2, which are ∼0.5
nm, ∼1 nm, ∼1.25 nm, ∼1.5 nm and ∼2.2 nm for moiré patterns of

√
67 ×

√
67,√

37 ×
√

37, 5 × 5, 4 × 4 and 2 × 2, respectively, with increasing rotated angles
between graphene and Pt(111). Obviously, the moiré patterns tend to follow the
orientations of the carbon networks in graphene when the moiré size is equal to or
smaller than 5 × 5. For the larger moiré patterns like

√
37×

√
37 and

√
67×

√
67, an

angle rotation is inevitable to be formed between graphene and moiré directions for
the lattice periodicity. The rotated angle between graphene and Pt(111) has an upper
limit as 30◦ with the smallest moire pattern of 2 × 2. When we continue to rotate the
top graphene flake, the moiré size will be enlarged again, like 46◦ for moiré pattern
of 4 × 4. Thus, the angle between graphene and Pt(111) for different moiré patterns
posses the periodicity of 60◦ and the symmetric axis of 30◦.

5.3 Ultralow Frictional Regime at Low Normal Load

It is known that graphene proves excellent lubricant properties. It can not only protect
the metal surfaces against oxidation due to the chemical stability, but also provide a
lubricated interface with decreasing friction and wear. The moiré pattern is one of the
important features of graphene formed by the lattice mismatch with the underlying
metal substrates. However, it is less studied if there are any frictional differences among
these superstructures. As shown in Sec. 5.2, Pt(111) is an optimized substrate to easily
obtain various moiré patterns of graphene with high quality. In this experiment, four
moiré patterns of

√
67 ×

√
67,
√

37 ×
√

37, 4 × 4 and 2 × 2 are selected to measure
the frictional properties. The moiré lattice constants are decreased with the interval
of ∼0.5 nm [139]. The friction force is measured via FFM with the force calibration
by Eqs. 2.15 and 2.16. The normal load is applied as the only adjustable parameter in
the experiments.

The first frictional experiment was applied on graphene at a lower normal load of
2 nN. FFM images in Fig. 5.6 show the topography of four graphene patterns. They
clearly display both periodicity of the moiré patterns and the carbon benzene rings,
with the resolution as high as the images observed in the torsional shift images via
nc-AFM. At lower normal loads, the friction forces on each moiré surface are at the
level of tens of piconewtons, which can be considered as the superlubric state inside
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Figure 5.6: Graphene on Pt(111) via FFM at the normal load of 2 nN: (a) Moiré
pattern of

√
67 ×

√
67 with the lattice of ∼ 2.2 nm. (b) Moiré pattern of

√
37 ×

√
37

with the lattice of ∼ 1.5 nm. (c) Moiré pattern of 4 × 4 with the lattice of ∼ 1 nm.
(d) Moiré pattern of 2 × 2 with the lattice of ∼ 0.5 nm.
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Figure 5.7: Atomic resolution images by FFM accompanied with the forward scanning
curve (marked with lattice constant a of graphene and the slope kexp of the frictional
force versus distance) at FN = 2 nN for: (a) Moiré of

√
67 ×

√
67. (b) Moiré of√

37×
√

37. (c) Moiré of 4 × 4. (d) Moiré of 2 × 2.
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the 2D solid materials [220]. On the basis of the PT model, a frictional parameter η
can be used to judge the sliding movement in either dissipated (η > 1) or frictionless
(η ≤ 1) state as below [221]

η =
2πFmax

L

kexpa
− 1, (5.1)

where a is the lattice constant, kexp is the slope of the lateral force versus displacement
and Fmax

L is the maximum lateral force. All of these parameters in average can be
obtained from the line profiles in Fig. 5.7 for each moiré pattern, which are measured
along the benzene-ring direction rather than moiré pattern. It will help us clearly see
both moiré corrugation and stick-slip motion. The periodic lattice of benzene rings
a is measured to be ∼0.24 nm for each moiré pattern. kexp is the second important
parameter calculated from each stick motion. Finally, Fmax

L is obtained from the
maximum values of the curves. In addition, the moiré corrugation is deeply coupled
with the stick-slip motions of benzene rings for the pattern of

√
67×
√

67, while we can
only see the latter in the pattern of 2 × 2. All the data are obtained in Fig. 5.7(a)–(d)
with the scanning lines over 512 pixels and averaged in five different points.

The calculated η values are 1.182, 1.051, 1.335 and 1.501 for
√

67×
√

67,
√

37×
√

37,
4 × 4 and 2 × 2, respectively. This level of η values correspond well to the nearly
overlapping frictional hysteresis loops (see Fig. 5.8). As it can be observed, different
moiré patterns seem not to take effects on the frictional performance of graphene,
which means the deep moiré corrugation like

√
67 ×

√
67 will not be a barrier for tip

movement. It also suggests that the graphene with different moiré patterns can still
work at an ultralow frictional regime with only slight energy loss at such lower normal
loads (e.g. FN < 10 nN) based on the measured and calculated results.

5.4 Friction Transition at Critical Normal Load

However, at higher normal loads, an interesting discrepancy occurs to the frictional
phenomena between larger and smaller moiré patterns. As shown in Fig. 5.9, with
increasing normal load, different moiré patterns are able to maintain the ultralow
frictional mode until reaching a critical normal load value (marked as red area of “I”).
Afterwards, the larger moiré patterns present the uprushing friction force (marked as
yellow area of “II” and blue area of “III”), while the smaller ones still keep in the
ultralow frictional regime. The critical normal loads are obviously observed as ∼20
nN, ∼25 nN, ∼35 nN and ∼50 nN for the patterns of

√
67 ×

√
67,
√

37 ×
√

37, 4 ×
4 and 2 × 2, respectively. These critical values present gradually increasing gap from
the largest to the smallest different moiré patterns, which are supposed to insert other
graphene moiré patterns as

√
61×

√
61, 5 × 5 and 3 × 3 (not found in this work, but

marked as black dashed lines in Fig. 5.9) [139, 212]. It suggests a transition process
from the lubricated to the energy-dissipated sliding when the normal load passes the
values in area I. In addition to the lower critical normal load, the negative slopes of
areas II and III demonstrate that the larger moiré patterns can easily get rid of the
ultralow frictional regime than the smaller ones after the critical normal loads in area I.
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Chapter 5. Friction on Graphene with Various Moiré Patterns

Figure 5.8: Frictional images in the forward scanning, accompanied with the loop at
the point d of FN = 5 nN for: (a) Moiré of

√
67×

√
67. (b) Moiré of

√
37×

√
37. (c)

Moiré of 4 × 4. (d) Moiré of 2 × 2, with the hexagonal deformation pattern found in
blue mark.
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5.4. Friction Transition at Critical Normal Load

Figure 5.9: The relationship between the friction force and the normal force under
different moiré patterns (with three marked regions of a, b and c, as well as the point
d at the normal load of 5 nN)

Furthermore, when unloading the normal force below a critical value (e.g., point “IV”
with the normal load of 5 nN), all the moiré patterns recover to the initial ultralow
frictional mode with nearly overlapped hysteresis loops as shown in Fig. 5.8. This
recoverable frictional phenomenon is assumed to be caused by the elastic response
between the tip and graphene surface rather than plastic deformation [214].

Besides the critical normal load, the observations of the frictional maps for the above
moiré patterns are also different from each other at areas II and III shown in Fig. 5.10.
For the pattern of

√
67×
√

67, the topographic hexagonal moiré patterns are still visible
but accompanied with the obvious steps along the moiré orientations at the normal
load in area II. It is supposed to be plowed by the tip against the corrugation, since the
moiré

√
67 ×

√
67 possesses the largest superstructure and deepest moiré peak-valley

drop in this test (see Fig. 5.8). The related frictional hysteresis loop demonstrates a
stable energy loss at this normal load. When keep loading by another 5 nN in area III,
periodic moiré structures are totally vanished, replaced by more steps formed on the
surface and the unstable dissipated sliding process. The cases are similarly observed in
the pattern of

√
37×

√
37 (Fig. 5.10(b)), which also experiences the energy dissipation

after the critical normal load but not so severe as the pattern of
√

67×
√

67.

For the smaller pattern of 4× 4, a binary frictional performance is obviously found at
the normal load in area II. The frictional loop in Fig. 5.11(a) shows both lubricated and
dissipated mechanisms simultaneously on the graphene surface. On the lubricated side,
moiré structures are still visible while corrugated steps are formed on the dissipated
side. This binary performance will totally transferred into the dissipated regime after
continuing loading towards area III. However, for the flattest moiré structure in this
experiment, the pattern of 2 × 2 still maintains the lubricated frictional performance
with the nearly enclosed hysteresis loop as shown in Fig. 5.11(b). A few steps are
also formed at the normal load of areas II and III but not cause evident energy
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Figure 5.10: Frictional images (left) in the forward scanning accompanied with the
loop (right) of larger moiré patterns: (a) Moiré of

√
67×

√
67 at area II. (b) Moiré of√

67×
√

67 at area III. (c) Moiré of
√

37 ×
√

37 at area II. (d) Moiré of
√

37 ×
√

37
at area III.
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Figure 5.11: Frictional images (left) in the forward scanning accompanied with the
loop (right) of smaller moiré patterns: (a) Moiré of 4 × 4 at area II. (b) Moiré of 4
× 4 at area III. (c) Moiré of 2 × 2 at area II, with the hexagonal deformation pattern
found in blue mark. (d) Moiré of 2 × 2 at area III.
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dissipation between tip and graphene surface. Furthermore, it must be mentioned that
several hexagonal diffraction regions (marked in blue) are discovered on the surface.
This unusual phenomenon is supposed to be the results of releasing in-plane tension
caused by the deeply indented tip. Such local elastic deformation largely avoids strong
interaction between tip and graphene surface shown in the previous three patterns.
This is consistent with the observation from Fig. 5.9 that the pattern of 2 × 2 possess
the largest critical normal load, and consequently leads to the highest resistance against
the normal load to transform from lubricated to dissipated sliding.

On the basis of findings above, it can be shortly summarized that the graphene
moiré patterns indeed present different frictional performances with increasing load,
until reaching critical values. Below such values, all the moiré patterns show ultralow
friction. The discrepancy occurs to these moiré patterns that the friction forces are
suddenly increased over the respective critical normal load. On the other hand, the
corresponding frictional hysteresis loops establish the different views of the frictional
performance from strongly, weakly to mixedly dissipated, until almost lubricated
with the decreasing moiré size. These results indicate that smaller moiré patterns of
graphene possess the higher resistance against the increasing normal load to maintain
the ultralow frictional regime in comparison to the larger-size patterns.

The potential mechanisms are then necessary to be explored behind this critical
normal load and the observed frictional differences of the measured moiré patterns.
As mentioned above in the fluorinated graphene, an ultralow friction was found and
attributed to the suppression of deformation via moiré structures compared with the
disordered graphene surface [213]. In this way, the largest moiré pattern (

√
67 ×√

67) indeed looks more “disordered” than the smallest one (2 × 2) at the corrugated
level, thus perhaps leading to higher friction force. Notably, the ultralow friction
measurements of as-grown graphene on Ge(111) were finished at the normal load of
∼35 nN [213]. It is boldly speculated the similar results were observed over 35 nN with
the rushing friction force, yet not shown in their final results. Besides, the interfacial
sliding between graphene and Pt(111) is not recognized since the fully covered graphene
flake is much larger than the contact area between tip and sample [222]. Eventually,
chemical reaction and wear are not considered as well, since no evidence supports any
bond breaking, irreversible structural change or phase transition [223].

In contrast, a simple model of locally mechanical interaction, named “puckering
effect”, may be helpful to understand our results [5]. It was proposed to explain
the frictional discrepancies of graphene from mono- to multi-layers. Considering
the in-plane covalent bondings and out-of-plane van der Waals interactions, the
adhesion between tip and sample surface will easily force the in-plane graphene locally
accumulated along the out-of-plane direction [224]. Here, the substrate plays an
important role on the in-plane stiffness of the top surface. Consequently, the thinner
of the graphene, the stronger of the puckering effect, thus leading to the higher friction
with the decreasing layers.

Back to the monolayer graphene on Pt(111), various moiré patterns may suffer from
the similar puckering procedures until reaching the critical normal load. The natural
moiré corrugations provide an initial out-of-plane protrusions, which is easier for larger
moiré size (

√
67×
√

67 and
√

37×
√

37) to be stacked in front of the sliding tip, showing
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5.4. Friction Transition at Critical Normal Load

Figure 5.12: The relationship between the friction force and the normal force in moiré
pattern of 2 × 2 under the different scanning velocities.

the formation of the obvious graphene steps in Fig. 5.10(a) and (b). Such steps increase
the instability of the tip and thus enhance the friction forces in the hysteresis loop.
However, this effect is gradually weakened and postponed with flatter moiré patterns
(4 × 4 and 2 × 2). The unstable steps are much less or even disappear, with the
increasing critical normal loads correspondingly.

In order to explore other factors on the critical normal load, the second experiment
was carried out on the surface of 2× 2 pattern with different scanning speeds. A clear
shift of critical normal load was observed in Fig. 5.12 from lower (fast scan) to higher
(slow scan) values. On one hand, it indicates the slower speeds decrease the possibility
of the puckering effect, which can be equivalent to the smaller moiré patterns. On
the other hand, it also indirectly supports the fact that the state of superlubricity
is difficult to maintain at the macroscale with rather high velocities [225]. Notably,
the error bars perform convergent and discrete ranges for the friction forces before
and after the critical normal loads, respectively. It verifies the steady sliding for the
superlubric state but quite violently fluctuated motion due to the dissipated friction.
Interestingly, the prediction of superlubricity was referred from the dissipationless
phenomena of superconductivity [226], where the zero resistance is commonly known
below the critical temperature. In analogy, we prefer to suggest a similar physical
parameter for superlubricity, i.e. the critical normal load FNc. Compared with the
results in Fig. 5.9 and 5.12, it is a boundary point between the nearly frictionless
and energy dissipated sliding for the 2D lubricated systems. Therefore, apart from
designing and building various superlubric systems [215, 227], it develops another
routine to implement practical applications of superlubricity by promoting FNc towards
the microscale until macroscale magnitude.
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Chapter 5. Friction on Graphene with Various Moiré Patterns

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, the graphene on Pt(111) were prepared, with various moiré patterns
of
√

67×
√

67,
√

37×
√

37, 4× 4 and 2× 2. The high-resolution topographic images
are evaluated via nc-AFM and FFM, with the double periodicities of corrugated moiré
superstructures and carbon benzene-ring networks. At a lower normal load (e.g. 10
nm), each moiré pattern shows ultralow friction with the known lattice periodicities.
However, if keep loading on the graphene surface, the friction will suddenly increase
on the larger-sized moiré pattern, like

√
67×

√
67 and

√
37×

√
37, while the smaller-

sized moiré pattern still maintains an ultralow friction regime. Thus, a parameter of
critical normal load is proposed to separate this frictional performance discrepancy,
which are measured to be 20, 25, 35, 50 nN with the decreasing moiré lattice size.
When we change the sliding speeds of the tip, the shift of this critical normal load
is also observed. This is attributed to a new mechanism, the puckering effect, where
the graphene flake will be accumulated in front of the tip by strongly pushing. It will
enhance the friction for the corrugated moiré pattern against the elastic compliance.
Therefore, these results can potentially help to design and use the materials for solid
nanolubricants in micro- and nanoeletromechanical systems devices.
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Conclusion

Recently, one of the fascinating research topics is concentrated on discovering
the magic angle of two twisted graphene flakes, which leads to the unexpected
superconductivity in comparison to the traditional materials. It suggests the

potentials and the advantages of these superstructures to obtain a great number of
interesting physical phenomena and properties. Friction is a basic surface performance
of the materials which is deeply studied at the macroscale. However, some knowledge
is still lack to explain the nanoscale frictional behaviors, especially for plenty of newly
developed 2D homogeneous and heterostructures. In this text, the relationship between
superstructures and friction are investigated at the nanoscale via the techniques of
AFM and FFM. Two systems are selected with the reconstructed KBr on Ir(111), as
well as the various graphene moiré patterns on Pt(111), respectively.

In Chap. 4, the KBr islands are grown on Ir(111) by evaporation and studied via nc-
AFM at room temperature. It has been shown that irregular-shape islands are found at
the large scale. Inside each island, a superstructure compared of tilt stripes is observed.
Three different orientations with 120◦ suggest an alignment of the islands towards the
substrate surface due to the metal lattice symmetry. However, at the atomic scale, the
bold stripe is composed of 2 lines of potassium atoms, which are separated by a line of
invisible bromide atoms via AFM. The novel lattices are arranged with KBr cells along
[001] and [01̄1] orientations alternately. This newly found reconstruction is formed
due to follow the lattice match towards substrate, and to release the lattice stress.
It is verified with the observation of pairs of defects and the protrusions along the
bold stripe. Notably, this special KBr presents a higher friction force of KBr/Ir(111)
compared to the bulk KBr. However, this special KBr structure can be altered after
intercalating a monolayer graphene between KBr and Ir(111), leading to reduce the
frictional properties of such KBr. It is obviously accompanied by the vanishing of
the KBr superstructures and the recovery of the common cubic configuration. On
the other hand, the work function measured by KPFM presents the increasing trend
from the above corrugated to the cubic KBr structures. It suggests that the increasing
friction of reconstructed KBr is not only attributed to the mechanically corrugation,
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Conclusion

but also stemmed from the electronic trap of charge distribution at the surface.
In Chap. 5, Pt(111) substrate is selected to prepare multi-domain graphene via CVD

method, due to its independence of growth temperature. Thus, four moiré patterns
are found on the surface by both AFM and FFM, i.e.

√
67×

√
67,
√

37×
√

37, 4 × 4
and 2 × 2, respectively. Coincidentally, the moiré lattice constants are decreased by
∼0.5 nm among the measured four patterns. At the lower normal load of 2 nN, the
friction force for all the moiré patterns are in the piconewton range, with the frictional
parameter η of less than 1.5. It can be also considered in the superlubric state with
the nearly negligible energy loss during the mutual sliding. However, when increasing
the normal load continuously, four moiré patterns present unexpected discrepancy on
frictional behaviors. The largest pattern of

√
67 ×

√
67 is the first one to get rid of

the superlubric state after the applied load of 20 nN. The friction force is suddenly
increased with the observation of newly formed steps on the graphene surface in the
frictional hysteresis loop map. This critical normal load value is postponed to be 25 nN
for the pattern of

√
37×

√
37, but with more moderate energy dissipation. As far as it

can be seen, the smaller moiré pattern seems to behave the ability against the dissipated
frictional sliding on graphene. Thus, the increasing critical loads are measured to be 35
and 50 nN for 4 × 4 and 2 × 2, respectively. Their resistances against normal load are
also observed from FFM images that it tends to form local tiny deformation to release
the stress, rather than produce the large-area steps. It is speculated to be attributed
to the “puckering effect” that tip will make the front graphene sheet accumulated, as
result of inducing many steps and large energy dissipation. Obviously, this effect is
likely to functionalize in the graphene with larger moiré patterns, due to the natural
mechanical corrugation. Even so, the disordered surface with steps caused by puckering
effect is a temporary behavior and will be vanished when unloading below the critical
normal values. In addition, the critical normal load can be shifted with different
sliding velocities, i.e. faster scanning for lower normal load and vice versa. It is easily
understood that high-speed sliding will be more likely to trigger the puckering effect
in comparison to low speed.

The friction measurements on reconstructed KBr and various graphene moiré
patterns show, as previously reported, that these superstructures illuminate some novel
insights to control the friction at the nanoscale. On one hand, the reversed frictional
properties and work function are found for KBr on Ir(111) and graphene/Ir(111),
respectively. On the basis of this finding, it can be speculated that eliminating the
electronic interactions between two sliding surfaces is another approach to reduce the
friction, such as increasing the work function and lowering the bonding potentials
simultaneously. On the other hand, a parameter of critical normal load is defined
when measuring the friction force on the different moiré patterns of graphene/Pt(111)
surface. In comparison to the concept of superconductivity, a challenge is to increase
this critical normal load by designing novel 2D systems, which will maintain the
superlubricity towards the microscale, even the macroscale application.
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Appendix — Friction on Hydrogenated
Fullerene-Like Carbon Films

A.1. Background

Carbon-based layers with different structures have excellent protective function for
efficient control of the heat transfer rate at the solid-liquid interface and better viability
of the living matters [228]. Considering high hardness, low friction coefficients and
chemical inertness, these materials are also applied for the design and manufacture
of nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) [229]. Previous studies have shown that
graphene can help to enter the superlubricity regime [20]. Even under relatively harsh
conditions after fluorination or oxidation, it is found that polycrystalline graphene
deposited on Ge(111) still exhibits ultralow friction forces [213]. Besides, the diamond-
like carbon (DLC) films are another group of carbon materials with a high content of
sp3 C−C bonds [230]. They have a quite distinct lubricity in dry environment, with
lower friction coefficients (µ = 0.05 ∼ 0.2) for hydrogenated DLC and higher values (µ
= 0.4 ∼ 0.7) for hydrogen-free DLC films [231]. The main cause for low friction in dry
atmosphere are the dangling C−H bonds of the hydrogenated DLC films, which lead
to a complete passivation and can prevent charge accumulation at the interface [232].
However, these special bonds will gradually disappear with the escape of the hydrogen
termination after a considerable number of sliding cycles [233–235]. Apart from DLC
films, disordered solid interfaces in fullerene-like nanoparticles (such as MoS2 and WS2)
have shown a great potential to obtain low friction in recent years [236, 237]. During
the friction, these particles will be modified by the contact pressure and broken into
individual sheets under stress [238, 239]. Furthermore, hydrogenated carbon layers
can also been prepared in fullerene-like structures, which possess high hardness and
elasticity at the same time [240,241]. Raman spectroscopy was applied on such systems
to study detailed structural and chemical properties [241,242]. However, a systematic
study concerning friction and lubrication of this special carbon films has not yet been
fully discussed at the micro and nanoscale, including some key factors of preparation
conditions.
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A.2. Experimental

The FL-C:H films were grown on Si(001) substrates by the plasma enhanced chemical
vapor deposition (PECVD), with an average thickness of ∼100 nm. Prior to the
deposition, the chamber was pumped to 10−6 mbar followed by introducing a mixed
gas of CH4 (30 SCCM) and Ar as carrier gas (10 SCCM), as well as variable contents of
H2, from 0, 5, 10, 15 to 20 SCCM. For the convenience to describe, they are simplified as
0% H, 5% H, 10% H, 15% H and 20% H in the following text and set as the only variable
in this work. The total pressure is increased from 27 Pa of pure CH4 to the mixed with
hydrogen gas of 44 Pa. The parameters for deposition were set to 880 V and 0.16 A,
with a 50% duty cycle and 59.7 Hz of pulse power supply. After the preparation, the
samples were vacuum encapsulated for transportation. Notably, we will focus on the
5% H sample to show some intrinsic regularities between H concentration and friction,
but similar effects have also been observed for the other hydrogen samples.

The experiments were performed with an atomic force microscope (Nanosurf
FlexAFM C3000, Switzerland) in a nitrogen glovebox (O2 < 0.1 ppm, H2O < 0.1
ppm). Comparative experiments were carried out in ambient air (humidity ≈ 40%)
with the same samples. The friction force mode was used with a contact cantilever
(Nanosensors, PPP-CONT, k = 0.17 N m−1, f = 13 kHz). The samples were scanned
at a speed of 4 µm s−1 at different normal forces, ranging from 6 ∼ 20 nN (in a linear
relationship between friction and normal forces). The scanning areas were selected to
be 2× 2 µm2 and each sample was scanned at ten random areas (from P1 to P10)
with the same cantilever. Additionally, the surface roughness S (here, we take the
root mean square roughness of a full image) was determined during the experiments.

The torsional bending of the cantilever is proportional to the friction or lateral force
and is given by the AFM system as a voltage signal VL. The friction force values
can be calibrated via Eq. 2.16. Furthermore, the tip radius was measured to be ∼20
nm by scanning electron microscopy (Nova NanoSEM 230, Switzerland). The friction
coefficient µ is obtained from the slope of the dependence from friction (lateral) and
the normal forces, which allows to avoid the effect of adhesive forces. These attractive
forces between tip apex and the sample surface are a significant effect which was also
measured by force-distance curves. It is considered as the maximum attractive force
when the tip retracts from the sample surface.

The structures of the FL-C:H films were characterized by high resolution transmis-
sion electron microscopy (FEI Tecani F30, China) at an acceleration voltage of 300 kV.
The samples for HRTEM observation were deposited on a freshly cleaved NaCl wafer
and then thinned down by dissolving the NaCl wafer with water. The 5% H sample
was analyzed in situ using Raman spectroscopy (LABRAM HR 800 Microspectrometer,
China) at an excitation wavelength of 532 nm and a laser power of 0.5 MW m−2.

In order to investigate the composition of surface structures, the friction experiments
at the macro scale were also carried out with a reciprocating ball-on-disc tester (CSM
Tribometer III, China) at 300 K and relative humidity of 40%. The sliding velocity
and normal force were set as 10 cm s−1 and 10 N, respectively, with the counterpart
material of Al2O3 (φ = 5 mm). After testing, the wear debris on the films was collected
and analyzed by HRTEM to characterize the extracted structures.
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A.3. Results

A.3.1 The Binary Structure via TEM and Raman Spectra

Low friction is one of the representative characteristics of amorphous hydrogenated
carbon films (a-C:H), especially in vacuum or dry atmosphere [243–246]. However, this
value is seriously dependent on the humidity and preparation conditions. Especially
in the low humidity regime, the friction coefficient is known to rely on the precursor
used for the a-C:H films [247]. It was reported that the friction coefficient decreases
with increasing hydrogen concentration in inert atmosphere [234]. Interestingly, the
films produced here are also in the range of low friction but stands for the contrary
trend of hydrogen dependence with a-C:H films. With a low concentration of 5% H,
the HRTEM image in Fig. A.1(a) indicates a nearly full coverage by a heavily bent and
cross-linked structure. In contrary, it looks more hybrid for the 20% H sample as shown
in Fig. A.1(b), where more crystalline areas are selected in the yellow squares and
more amorphous in the red, respectively. It indicates the different surface roughnesses
between the two areas, which will be discussed by Raman analysis as below.

Raman spectroscopy is a fast and convenient method for the characterization of
carbon film materials [248, 249]. The result of 5% H sample is shown in Fig. A.1(c).
In the first order region of 1000 – 2000 cm−1, an obvious overlapped D and G band is
observed that were fitted to be 1360 and 1560 cm−1 by Gaussian functions, respectively.
The G band around 1560 cm−1 is related to the E2g optical mode with the in-plane
stretching of the C−−C bonds such as C atoms in aromatic rings and olefinic chains [250].
While the D band around 1350 cm−1 is assigned to an A1g breathing mode of sp2

atoms arranged in rings, of which the intensity is linked to the amount of defects in
these graphite sheet [251]. The fitted D and G bands here correspond well to those
of amorphous carbon films of [252]. Notably, owing to the obvious shoulder peak
at ∼1250 cm−1 (marked with a grey circle), another two bands were also fitted at
1200 and 1470 cm−1, respectively. It was discussed that the band at ∼1200 cm−1

can be attributed to the formation of the fullerene or onion-like structures [253, 254].
Furthermore, the second-order bands are observed in the range from 2500 to 3200
cm−1. It is formed by the mixture of several band signals including the 2D band (also
called the G’ band, ∼2700 cm−1), the D + G band (∼ 2940 cm−1) and the 2G band
(∼3170 cm−1) [255,256]. Consequently, on the basis of all the Raman data, the FL-C:H
fims not only possesses the amorphous structures with the similar G and D bands, but
also displays the fullerene-like structures at the peak of ∼1191 cm−1.

Moreover, to verify this crystalline fullerene-like structures, pin-disk friction experi-
ments were performed with considerable reciprocated cycles on sample 5% H. Finally,
a group of fullerene-like structures were extracted from the wear debris, as shown in
Fig. A.1(d). The fullerene-like carbon ball with a diameter of ∼30 nm is assumed to be
formed by tens of individual flakes. It indirectly proves that the carbon film prepared
in this work is composed of the binary structure of rich fullerene-like carbon (FL-C)
and rich amorphous carbon (a-C) varying with different hydrogen concentrations. A
speculative structure is proposed that: the coiling FL-C structures pile up while the
a-C structures are forming the substrate. Thus, the friction properties of this binary
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Figure A.1: Structural analysis of the FL-C films: (a) TEM image of sample 5% H.
(b) TEM image of sample 20% H, with flat amorphous structures in the red square
mark and coarse crystalline structures in the yellow square mark, respectively. (c)
Raman spectra of the sample 5% H in the range from 750 to 3250 cm−1. (d) TEM
image of extracted fullerene-like structures from wear debris of sample 5% H.
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Figure A.2: Measured µ and S of the FL-C:H films for increasing H concentrations
in the atmosphere of: (a) Nitrogen. (b) Ambient air.

structures are highly interesting as well as the effect of hydrogen concentration and
the comparison with the a-C:H films.

A.3.2 Friction Experiments at the Microscale

Fig. A.2(a) shows the friction coefficient determined from a measured area of 2× 2 µm2

and averaged over ten random sites (P1 to P10) for each sample. Interestingly, with
the hydrogen concentrations of the precursor from 0% to 20%, the friction coefficient
indicates a slight increase from 0.081 to 0.150, which is still considered in the low-
friction regime but presents the contrary trend of hydrogen dependence compared with
the a-C:H films [232–234]. This unexpected behavior between friction coefficient and
hydrogen concentration suggests another dominant factor to obtain the low friction
for the FL-C:H layers. Also, in the measurements under ambient conditions, where a
water film plays an important role between the two sliding surfaces, the µ still presents
an increase with the hydrogen concentration, but rather stably (see Fig. A.2(b)).

Compared to the increasing friction coefficient, the surface roughness of the films
with different hydrogen concentration stays nearly constant as shown in Fig. A.2(a). It
is contrary to the assumption at the nanoscale or the situation at the macroscale [257],
of a smoother surface with lower friction coefficient. To compensate the influence of
surface roughness on friction in our data, we therefore proposed a ratio between the
measured friction coefficient and the surface roughness, i.e. µ/S shown in Fig. A.3(a) as
a function of the hydrogen concentration. The introduction of this ratio is a challenging
attempt and will help us indirectly verify whether there is a dependent relationship
of friction coefficient on hydrogen concentration, after excluding the effect from the
irregular average values of surface roughness in Fig. A.3(a). A linear behavior is
observed which indicates a correlation of the increasing friction with the hydrogen
concentration. Under ambient conditions, the µ/S value of the middle hydrogen sample
(i.e. 10% H) is as same as that in nitrogen, but the whole trend seems to be less
dependent on the hydrogen concentrations (see Fig. A.3(b)).

To illustrate the correlation of the friction coefficient and the surface roughness, the
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Figure A.3: The average ratio of µ/S with the hydrogen concentration measured in
the atmosphere of: (a) Nitrogen. (b) Ambient air.

Figure A.4: AFM topographic images in contact mode of the FL-C:H films: (a) 0%
H, µ = 0.080, S = 0.45 nm. (b) 20% H, µ = 0.170, S = 0.36 nm.
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Figure A.5: Friction coefficient, surface roughness and their ratio determined from
ten random areas for sample 5% H, which are arranged by the the increasing µ/S ratio.

topographic images measured by AFM reveal a detailed outlook. Fig. A.4 presents
two typical images with identical image size of the 0% H (Fig. A.4(a)) and the
20% H (Fig. A.4(b)) samples. In both images, topographic variations in the order
of a few nanometers are observed, yet, the expansion of these variations becomes
larger with increasing hydrogen concentration. The specific surface roughnesses of
both measurements are 0.45 nm and 0.36 nm for the 0% H and the 20% H sample,
respectively. On the other hand, the friction coefficient increases from 0.08 to 0.17,
indicating the evolution of lubricity with microscopic morphology.

A.3.3 Friction Experiments at the Nanoscale

If we take one hydrogen concentration as an example, it will be more clear to observe
the reversed µ and S. Fig. A.5 shows the friction coefficient, surface roughness and their
ratio of all ten random areas of sample 5% H sorted by the µ/S ratio. Unambiguously,
the data from these measured areas can be divided into two parts: region A, with high
surface roughness and low friction coefficient (e.g., P1 to P7), and region B, with high
friction coefficient and low surface roughness (e.g., P9 to P10). The values of the ratio
µ/S (the black curve in Fig. A.5) also reveal a transition around P8.

To illustrate this performance, we compared the topography images in region A (P2,
µ = 0.087, S = 0.75 nm) and region B (P9, µ = 0.152, S = 0.46 nm) on sample 5% H,
as shown in Fig. A.6. Obviously, distinct height variation in the range of ∆z = 3 nm can
be observed in both images. It is consistent with the observation shown in Fig. A.6(b)
that specific areas extracted either on peaks (black square) or in valleys (white square)
present an opposite trend between friction coefficient and surface roughness, i.e., peak:
lower µ and higher S or valley: higher µ and lower S, respectively. If we utilize several
colorful lines as the contour to separate Fig. A.6(a) and (b) based on the topography,
the essence of region A and B will become more clear. As shown in Fig. A.6(c),
P2 possesses the majority of higher areas (ranging from 1.25 nm to 2.75 nm) while
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Figure A.6: AFM images in contact mode of two different areas (2×2 µm2) on sample
5% H: (a) P2, low µ and high S (FN = 10 nN). (b) P9, high µ and low S (FN = 10
nN). The areas of 200×200 nm2 highlighted by a white mark (µ = 0.100, S = 0.12 nm)
and a black mark (µ = 0.071, S = 0.14 nm) show different local friction coefficients,
respectively. (c) The coverage distribution at different regions (equally divided by the
colorful dotted lines) for P2 and P9.

more flatter areas (ranging from 0.25 nm to 1.25 nm) are observed for P9. Since the
measured friction coefficient of the higher area is smaller than that of flatter ones, it
finally leads to the lower friction coefficient of P2 compared with P9. We assume that
the separated µ/S ratios between region A and B are the result of distinct structures
with higher and lower roughnesses on this hydrogenated carbon films, respectively.

To generalize the influence of µ/S ratio with different hydrogen concentrations, we
carried out similar experiment, i.e., µ/S calculation for 10 different areas for samples
from 0% H to 20% H. As shown in Fig. A.7, all the measured areas are shown by the
ratio between friction coefficient and surface roughness (µ/S). The measurements for
each H concentration are all rearranged so that P1 always corresponds to the lowest
µ/S ratio and P10 to the highest. Apart from sample 0% H that shows less differences
as others in µ/S, it occurs to form an obvious change from region A to region B, which
will make a big effect on the formation and distribution of different structures whether
adding hydrogen as the feedstock or not.

A.4. Discussion

In comparison to the results of the TEM and Raman analysis in Fig. A.1 and the
AFM measurement in Fig. A.4, one could draw a conclusion that the FL-C:H films
are composed of different topographies on the separated regions: the flat area with
amorphous appearance and the rough area with more crystalline structures. The
observed structures extracted from the wear debris in the macro friction experiments
turn out that these FL-C:H pieces should be peeled off from the higher part of the
films. Besides the higher roughness, the results in Fig. A.5 indicate that the friction
coefficient of the crystalline structures is lower than that of the flat amorphous with
smaller roughness. This is not only the case in sample 5% H, but also for the other
hydrogen concentrations, with the largest µ/S in sample 20% H and lowest µ/S in
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Figure A.7: The ratio between friction coefficient and surface roughness (µ/S) of ten
random areas for each hydrogen concentration.

sample 0% H. Additionally, the increasing adhesive force from 0% H to 20% H not
only results from the surface curvature and surface roughness, but also from variable
lubricated properties (see Fig. A.8). It presents that region A possesses shorter contact
time and less energy dissipation than those of region B during sliding, which are
representative of rich FL-C and rich a-C accumulated areas, respectively.

It is proposed that the phenomenon of opposite friction properties with roughness is
stemmed from the variable hydrogen concentrations in the precursor gas. As it is known
that hydrogen makes an important effect on the lubrication of the hydrogenated DLC
films in the inert atmosphere, which is attributed to the large amount of hydrogen-
terminated dangling bonds extending from the amorphous carbons [258]. Even so,
there is also a maximum threshold of hydrogen to avoid the formation of hydrocarbon
polymers [259, 260]. In contrary, the FL-C:H films prepared in this work seem not
to functionalize through these dangling bonds. Related studies on the effect of the
hydrogen addition during the deposition of FL-CNx films have shown that the precursor
gas enables the termination of bonds by hydrogen atoms so that the extension of ring
structures are prohibited [261,262]. It demonstrates that a small amount of hydrogen in
the precursor is beneficial to initiate the formation of fullerene-like structures, rather
than graphitic. Yet, on the other hand, the increasing hydrogen concentration will
interrupt this process rapidly, replaced by the formation of amorphous carbon.

Furthermore, other views are also useful to explain the lower µ of the FL-C:H
films. First, the excellent mechanical properties like the high hardness (∼20.9 GPa)
and elastic recovery (∼85%) of the FL-C:H films [240, 241] suggests that the contact
during sliding is likely to behave more elastically than plastically [102, 263]. The
main difference between elastic and plastic behaviors is depended on whether there
is an accumulated unrecoverable deformation on the surface or not. In our case, the
film surfaces seem not to be scratched or damaged with the increasing normal load
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Figure A.8: Measured adhesive force of each hydrogen concentration in nitrogen
averaged over all ten areas by force spectroscopy curve.

during the scanning procedures. It demonstrates that the fullerene-like structures
will not produce plastic accumulation at the end of the frictional path, otherwise it
can break such smooth sliding and sometimes cause stuck with rather high friction
force. Second, the rather weak interlayer van der Waals forces and the large lattice
spacing of the fullerene-like structures provide a high compressibility between the
sliding surfaces [264]. When the surfaces are elastically contacting, the FL-C structures
prefer to deform or coil rather than break. Thus, the damage always happens at
a-C:H area with dangling C-H bonds, while the FL-C:H regions tend to be peeled
off in whole pieces as shown in Fig. A.1(c). Sometimes the debris could transfer
into multilayer nano-onion balls after repeated friction cycles, which behave like nano
bearings for lower friction and may become another interesting topic about this FL-
C:H films [265, 266]. Finally, another robust explanation was discussed by Rachel J.
Cannara et al. that lighter atoms vibrate faster and induce rapid energy dissipation,
as a result of higher friction than heavier atoms [267], which just corresponds to the
roles of the amorphous carbon with the terminated hydrogen (light atoms) and the
fullerene-like carbon (heavy atoms) on the surface in our experiment, respectively.

A.5. Summary

In this paper, the FL-C:H films are prepared by PECVD, where tribological properties
at the nanoscale are investigated by FFM in dry nitrogen and under ambient
conditions. This film is considered to be composed of a binary structure: FL-C and a-C
areas. The former structure induces lower friction coefficient, lower adhesive force and
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higher surface roughness, while the latter behaves just opposite. It is obvious that the
low friction is determined by the ratio of both FL-C and a-C structures. To understand
the mechanism, it should shed light on the excellent hardness and elastic modulus,
which behaves elastically with less energy dissipation during frictional sliding. Since
higher hydrogen fraction is verified to impede the formation of FL-C structures, the
further plan is to reduce the hydrogen concentration during the film preparation, such
as utilizing the unsaturated hydrocarbon as reaction gas. In contrast to DLC films,
the FL-C:H films are rather independent of hydrogen to perform excellent lubricity
and durability, which promotes the application range of this special carbon film in the
ambient environment.
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VN Vertical deflection in voltage
Vts Potential difference between tip and sample
w Width of the cantilever
x Coordinate of one horizontal axis in the sample surface plane
y Coordinate of one horizontal axis in the sample surface plane
z Coordinate of the vertical axis between tip and sample

Greek letters

β Angle for different orientations
γ Normalized frequency shift
∆f Frequency shift
∆φ Work function difference
ε0 Vacuum permittivity
θ Angle between the lattice vectors
κ Decay length of bonding interaction
ρ Density
σ Equilibrium distance
∆Φ Work function difference between tip and sample
ΦT Work function of the tip
ΦS Work function of the sample
φ Diameter
ωAC Angular frequency of the oscillation at an alternative current voltage
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations

AC Alternative current
AFM Atomic force microscopy/microscope
AM Amplitude-modulation
BR Bridge ridge
CPD Contact potential difference
CVD Chemical vapor deposition
DC Direct current
DFT Density functional theory
FFM Friction force microscopy
FFT Fast Fourier transform
FM Frequency-modulation
fcc Face center cubic
hcp Hexagonal close-packed
KPFM Kelvin probe force microscopy
LEED Low energy electron diffraction
LM Lattice match
LT Low temperature
MBE Molecular beam epitaxy
ML Monolayer
nc Non-contact
PLL Phase locked loop
PPP-CONT Point probe plus contact cantilever
PPP-NCL Point probe plus non-contact long cantilever
QMB Quartz micro balance
QPD Quadrant photo diode
R Rotational angle between graphene and moiré pattern
RT Room temperature
SEM Scanning electron microscopy
SFM Scanning force microscopy
SLD Supralum diode
SPM Scanning probe microscopy/microscope
STM Scanning tunneling microscopy/microscope
TM Transition metal
UHV Ultrahigh vacuum
XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
0D Zero-dimensional
1D One-dimensional
2D Two-dimensional
3D Three-dimensional
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